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Introduction
Baltimore City Public Schools (City Schools) developed the School Effectiveness Framework and the School
Effectiveness Review process in 2009. The School Effectiveness Review (SER) uses trained school reviewers
to measure a school’s effectiveness against City Schools’ School Effectiveness Standards. The School
Effectiveness Standards are aligned with the district’s effectiveness frameworks for teachers and school
leaders.
The SER provides schools with an objective and evidence-based analysis of the structures and procedures
in place that lead to student achievement outcomes. The process generates a rich layer of qualitative
data that may not be revealed when evaluating a school solely on student performance outcomes alone.
It also provides district and school-level staff with objective and useful information when making strategic
decisions that impact student achievement. The written report captures valuable information for parents
and the public that may be used to make decisions regarding school choices. In addition, SER results are
used as a part of the Renewal Framework for charter and operator-led schools. The review teams will be
led by members of the Office of Achievement and Accountability’s internal SER team, along with other
district staff members.
What is the purpose of the SER?
There are four primary purposes of the SER:
1. To provide a school with the opportunity to reflect and evaluate its effectiveness in offering coherent
instructional and organizational systems and processes to improve student learning;
2. To understand and analyze the ways in which teachers, school leaders, and school communities can
collaborate to improve student learning;
3. To encourage and promote dialogue between a school and the City Schools’ district office on effective
and sustainable school improvement strategies; and,
4. To provide the City Schools’ district office with qualitative data, collected across schools, to support
the strategic allocation of resources toward initiatives that further student academic achievement
and growth.
How was the SER protocol developed?
The SER protocol was originally developed in 2009 by the Office of Achievement and Accountability (OAA)
in collaboration with SchoolWorks (an educational consulting company). SchoolWorks has national
experience in developing school quality review processes that match the unique needs and objectives of
state departments of education, districts, foundations, and other educational organizations. The School
Effectiveness Standards within the protocol are used to assess the degree to which the conditions
necessary for effective teaching and learning are in place. The School Effectiveness Standards are shared
with all stakeholders, prior to the site visit to promote understanding and dialogue between the school,
the SER team, and the City Schools’ district office.
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How were the School Effectiveness Standards developed?
City Schools is committed to providing families with a portfolio of great schools, where excellent teaching
and learning takes place in every classroom. As a foundation for this work, City Schools engaged in a
collaborative process to develop and clearly articulate the standards that define great schools, great
school leaders, and great teachers. Stakeholder meetings were conducted to develop an aligned and
coherent set of standards across schools, school leaders, and teachers. In addition, other districts’ school
effectiveness standards were researched. The School Effectiveness Standards are also informed by the
City Schools’ Instructional Framework and School Leader Framework. They are enhanced by descriptors
that address the relationship between people and systems to support students in their learning. The
School Effectiveness Standards, organized by domains, key actions (supported by descriptors), and
performance levels, provide a framework for the SER process. The School Effectiveness Standards were
revised in the summer of 2018 to further align the Standards with the School Leadership Framework and
the Instructional Framework.
What are the components of the SER process?
The SER process places a team of reviewers in schools for two and a half days to collect evidence and
analyze data on schools’ programs and initiatives. The SER process consists of three stages: (1) pre-visit
planning, (2) the on-site review, and (3) report writing.
Pre-Visit Planning: During the pre-visit planning phase, OAA hosts training sessions on the SER process
for site-visit reviewers and school leaders participating in a review. Shortly after the training session, a
member of the school’s leadership team is responsible for working with the SER team leader assigned to
the visit to establish a site-visit schedule, submit school scheduling documents for review, and
communicate information to the school community about the process.
On-site Review: The SER process places a team of three-to-six reviewers from City Schools in the school
for two and a half days. The size of the team is based upon the size of the school. Through document
review, classroom visits, and stakeholder focus groups conducted at the school, the SER team uses an
evidence-based process to render a professional judgment on the extent to which the school has adopted
and implemented effective practices, programs, and operations as defined by the School Effectiveness
Standards.
Evidence collection begins with a review of all relevant documents provided to the SER team. A list of the
requested documents can be found beginning on page 22. Additional activities include:






Classroom visits are unannounced, twenty minute observations, in which observers are looking
for teachers to demonstrate components of the Instructional Framework. Considering that the
observation is only twenty minutes long, the team is looking for components of the Instructional
Framework that are highly observable, frequent, and should be included in highly effective
instruction.
Stakeholder focus groups are conducted with school leadership, instructional staff, students, and
families. Additional on-site focus groups can be conducted with community partners, district
office support staff, and for charter and operator-led schools, board members and/or operators.
The SER team – using the Performance Level Rubric – collects evidence through the
aforementioned processes to rate the school on the key actions related to school effectiveness.
At the conclusion of the visit, the SER team verbally shares the team’s initial findings with the
school leader; however, no ratings are shared at that time.
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All SER team members are governed by a code of conduct (see page 8). The professionalism, honesty,
integrity, and objectivity of each of the involved parties is essential to the success of the process. There
are clearly defined roles and responsibilities assigned to each participant as a means of promoting a good
rapport and clear communication before, during and after the site visit.
Report Writing: During the last phase of the SER process – the report writing phase – the SER team leader
develops a report based on the team’s findings and evidence from the visit. The report includes a
Performance Level rating for each key action, as well as evidence to support those ratings. The SER team
and school leader have an opportunity to review a draft of the report. The school leader has the
responsibility to make factual corrections to the document following their receipt of the draft report.
School leaders can also share general comments on the report that will be included in an appendix to the
report. The school may also file an appeal to contest a rating, according to pre-established timelines. OAA
will share the final report with the school leader and the school’s leadership team. City Schools’ staff
members and others who provide support to the schools will also be given the report. Additionally, the
final report will be posted on City Schools’ webpage (www.baltimorecityschools.org/Page/29195).
How are schools selected for a SER?
For the 2018-19 school year, SERs will be conducted in approximately 32 schools throughout the district.
This year, schools were selected to receive an SER if they met at least one of the following criteria:


Charter and operator-led schools that will be up for renewal in the 2019-20 school year



Schools that have not had a visit since 2014-15 school year or prior
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Process and Results
How does the SER team come to consensus based on a collection of documents, classroom visits, and
focus groups?
The SER process is guided by professional integrity and is grounded in evidence, not opinion. Four
principles drive the work of the team throughout the site- visit:
1. The process is driven by domains and key actions. Throughout the site visit, the SER team collects
evidence through document review, classroom visits, and focus groups - as it relates to the key actions
- to help determine findings for how well school programs and practices are serving their students.
The SER team uses the key actions during team meetings to identify trends that emerge from the
evidence and determine ratings. The protocol’s domains and key actions are also used to structure
verbal and written reports. This process ensures that standards used by the team to determine
findings are consistent across schools.

Figure 1: Driven by Domains and Key Actions

Evidence Collection
Domains and key actions
provide a lens for document
review, focus groups and
classroom visits.

Ratings
Domains and key actions
provide a focus for the team
in discussion of evidence
and ratings.

Reporting
Domains and key actions
provide an organizing structure
for providing feedback and
report writing.

2. The process is an evidence-based system. The ratings of the SER team are based on evidence collected
from document review, classroom visits, and focus groups. The team builds a base of evidence for
each of its ratings including data about the school’s programs and practices. Moving from evidence to
ratings is a cyclical process that depends on an open exchange of information between the team and
the school. While the SER team is required to address the School Effectiveness Standards and base its
ratings on evidence, the process is not mechanical and requires professional judgment by the team.
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3. The process is iterative, verifying and testing the quality of the evidence repeatedly. SER team
members use a four-step process to move from evidence to supported ratings. First, the team records
evidence by reviewing documents, conducting classroom observations and focus groups. It reviews
evidence to make simple claims about how the school operates. The team must determine the extent
to which multiple types/sources of evidence related to the adoption and/or implementation of a given
practice or system are found. Additionally, the team must also determine the extent to which
evidence of high levels of adoption and/or implementation of a practice or system are found. The SER
team then seeks feedback from the school leadership on these claims. This ensures that the school
has an opportunity to review and verify these claims or present additional evidence, if needed, before
ratings are finalized.

Figure 2: An iterative process
4. Ratings: Judgment statements based
on evidence and threads and
grounded in the domains and key
actions within the protocol.

3. Feedback: Threads provided to the school
for comment and redirection and,
eventually, findings reported orally to the
school and documented in a written
report.

1.

Evidence: Documents, classroom visits
and focus groups

2. Threads: Developing themes, based
on evidence that is collected. Threads
are based on domains and key actions in
the protocol.

4. The SER team assigns ratings for each key action within the School Effectiveness Standards. To be
an effective process, the SER team must produce a focused summary of its findings. This summary is
captured within the SER report, which includes a rating for each key action within the School
Effectiveness Standards, as well as key evidence that supports each rating. Focusing on key evidence
requires discerning only what is important and merits comment. The research calls this process “data
reduction.” Within the SER protocol, SER team members use their professional judgment in a process
called moderation to distill the key factors that deserve comment from the wealth of evidence
available to them.
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Domains and key actions
serve as the foundation
for the SER team to
gather evidence.

The SER team collects
evidence in relation
to key actions.

Based on Performance
Levels, the SER team
gives the school a rating
for each key action.

Threads are pulled
from the evidence
collected.

Domains
Key
Actions

Highly
Effective

Classroom
visits

Effective

=

Focus
Groups

Developing

Document
Review

Not Effective

Data reduction: Focusing on what is most important
What protocols does the SER team follow?
The work of the SER team is guided by a code of conduct for reviewers. Adherence to this code is paramount for it inherently builds trust with the
school and the SER team. We have found that when there is trust among the all participants of the SER site visit, overall quality improves because
schools provide the most reliable evidence when treated fairly and professionally. Adherence to the code of conduct also creates a frank,
professional tone in which the SER team and the school may discuss key evidence in a very productive manner.
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Code of Conduct for Reviewers*
1. Carry out work with integrity.
a. Treat all those you meet with courtesy and sensitivity. Try to minimize stress.
b. Allay anxiety through mutual respect and valuing opinions. Show an interest in what is said.
c. Focus attention and questions on topics that will reveal how well students are learning.
d. Assure confidentiality.
2. Act in the best interests of students and staff.
a. Do not put students or staff in a position where they may have conflicting loyalties.
b. Emphasize that students come first and are at the center of the review.
c. Wherever possible, work to others’ convenience.
d. Be supportive and enabling. Evidence given under undue stress is unreliable.
e. Under no circumstances, criticize the work of a teacher or anyone else involved with the school
within the earshot of others.
f.

Classroom Visit results are confidential. Classroom observations are not evaluations. Individual
teachers will not be provided feedback and information will not be shared with any school
personnel.

g. All focus group information is confidential. Any information reported to the SER team will remain
anonymous in both oral and written reports.
h. Be objective and open-minded. Try to understand what teachers and school leaders are doing,
and why.
3. Be objective by basing ratings on evidence and not opinion.
a. An individual’s perception can be evidence, especially if supported by others’ observations.
b. Ratings must be fully supported by evidence and defensible.
c. Ratings must be reliable in that others would make the same rating from the same evidence.
d. Be prepared to ask questions to establish whether a view is based on opinion or evidence.
e. Discussion with staff and SER team members is part of the process to create a fair and secure
evidence base upon which ratings are founded.
f.

If a given piece of evidence is not affecting students’ learning or experience, it is then irrelevant.

*Acknowledgement of Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary Education Charter School Renewal Inspection
Protocol and the OFSTED code of conduct.
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Detailed Steps in the Process
What is the process for a SER team site visit?
The site visit moves from a fixed-structure, designed to ensure good coverage of the school, to a more
flexible structure that allows the SER team to follow up on emerging evidence and claims. As a matter of
courtesy, and in the interest of maintaining a good working relationship, the SER team leader works with
the school, before the visit, to define as much of the schedule and requested documentation as possible
without restricting the SER team’s ability to pursue relevant evidence.
Pre-visit Preparation
1. City Schools’ Office of Achievement and Accountability selects schools and determines the dates for
site visits.
2. Approximately three weeks prior to the scheduled site visit, the SER team leader contacts the school
and works with school leadership to answer any questions and to begin establishing a specific
schedule for the site visit. At this time, the team leader also submits requests for additional materials.
3. Schools complete a self-reflection (Appendix A) and submit to the team lead, two week prior to the
site visit.
4. The team leader creates a draft schedule of focus groups and classroom observation blocks of time
based on the documents provided by the school, finalizes the schedule with the school’s input and
sends the schedule to the school and members of the SER team. The school shares information and
SER presentation with faculty and staff to ensure they are aware of the visit and its purpose.
5. The school uses Appendix B (Document List) to ensure that all documents have been complied and
organized prior to the site visit.
6. The team leader sends a copy of the protocol, the classroom visit tool, focus group questions, and
documents for pre-visit analysis to the other SER team members.
On-site Review
1. The SER team reviews documents, conducts focus groups, and visits classrooms in accordance with
the visit schedule. The SER team meets regularly during the visit to share evidence.
2. The team leader keeps the school leadership informed of the team’s progress throughout the visit,
providing updates on the team’s claims as they develop. This ensures that the school has every
opportunity to present evidence to address the team’s questions.
3. The SER team will formulate consensus ratings (based on evidence) that respond to key actions in the
protocol.
4. At the end of the visit at traditional schools, the team lead presents a verbal summary of the team’s
preliminary findings to school leadership during prioritization. The prioritization session, immediately
following the SER, is designed to facilitate the establishment of an action plan to focus on and address
a specific area for improvement in the school based on the results of the SER. For Charter schools, a
report-out session will immediately follow the SER and is intended to provide the school with an
overview of the team’s findings.
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Written Report
1. At the end of the SER, the SER team leader takes all notes and other key evidence (including all
documents provided) that has been collected by the SER team over the two and a half days, and
develops a draft report documenting the evidence for the findings. The report will include the
following components; introduction and school background, summary of performance levels, and a
narrative of findings from domains and key actions. In addition, the appendix of the report includes;
a summary of the classroom observation data, school report comments, and a biography of the SER
team member representatives from Baltimore City Public Schools. Schools should expect to receive
the draft report approximately 8-10 weeks after the SER visit. (Please see Appendix E for a complete
written report formatting template)
2. Upon completion of the draft report, it is vetted with the SER team. The SER team provides comments
on the draft based on their knowledge from the review. Additionally, the report is reviewed by an
external editor to ensure objectivity and alignment of evidence to ratings.
3. The draft report is then sent to the school for review. In the interest of producing an accurate report,
schools will have an opportunity to review the draft and submit factual corrections and general
feedback. The school may also file an appeal to contest a rating, according to pre-established
timelines.
4. The written report is finalized, shared with the school, district office staff and linked to the City
Schools’ webpage. (www.baltimorecityschools.org/Page/29195)
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Roles and Responsibilities
In order to develop an accurate portrait of the school, all participants play key roles in preparing for and
conducting the review including the SER team leader, SER team members, and the school. Participants
should read this section carefully to learn how to prepare for the SER site visit.
SER Team Leader
Roles and responsibilities for the SER team leader include:
1. Modeling and enforcing the code of conduct
 SER team leaders should exhibit the highest professional standards and are responsible for
ensuring that their team does so as well.
2. Coordination of SER team members and materials
 Before the site visit, SER team members are selected and provided with materials to review.
3. Coordination with the school
 Before the visit, the SER team leader should be in contact with the school to develop the schedule
for the on-site portion of the SER.
 The SER team leader ensures that the school has secured adequate meeting space(s) for the
team.
 The SER team leader should serve as the school’s contact person to address any additional
questions that may arise during the process.
4. Facilitation and management of logistics for the site visit days
 Once on site, the SER team leader is responsible for facilitating all SER team meetings.
 The SER team leader ensures that all focus groups are attended and follows the SER schedule, and
conducts a review of the focus group and classroom observation schedule with school leadership
and the team.
5. Communication with the school while on-site
 The SER team leader is responsible for maintaining good channels of communication with the
school leader throughout the entire SER process.
 The SER team leader reports to school leadership about the SER team’s developing claims
throughout the visit.
 The SER team leader takes appropriate actions to follow up on any responses to the SER team’s
claims.
 At the end of the visit, the SER team leader presents a summary of the SER team’s claims to the
school leadership team.
6. Reporting
 The SER team leader writes the report, ensuring that the report contains sufficient evidence to
support the ratings and reflects the consensus of the team.
 If necessary, the SER team leader makes revisions to the draft report based on the feedback and
comments from the SER team members and the school leadership team.
 The SER Manager finalizes the report and shares it with the school leader.
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SER Team Members
Success of the site visit relies heavily on SER team members:
1. Adherence to the code of conduct


Classroom observations are not evaluations. Feedback will not be provided to individual teachers
and information will not be shared with any school personnel.



All focus group participants’ names are confidential. Any information reported to the SER team
will remain anonymous in that comments are not linked to specific names.

2. Preparation for the site visit


Team members participate in scheduled team member trainings, as determined by OAA.



Team members review the site visit protocol in its entirety, including the classroom visit tool,
focus group questions, and the protocol’s Domains and Key Actions. Prior to arriving on site, team
members review the basic school information, school and SER documents and formulate
questions for the initial team meeting.

3. Collection of evidence


SER team members complete the visit schedule according to the SER protocol and under the
direction of the SER team leader.



SER team members are actively engaged in gathering evidence and provide all necessary data to
the SER team leader at each SER team meeting including focus group and document review notes
and classroom observation data.

4. Collaborating with others under the SER team leader’s direction


SER team members support and take direction from their SER team leader. They recognize that
the team leader has to make executive decisions, and trusts in his/her judgment.



SER team members actively participate in team meetings and support others’ efforts to reach
unified ratings based on evidence.

5. Reporting


SER team members may provide feedback on the draft of the written report in accordance with
pre-established timelines.
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School
To be an effective partner in the process, the school:
1. Acts as an essential partner in the site visit process


School leaders and/or operators participate in an orientation process prior to the launch of the
SER process.



The school complies all documents requested in preparation for the visit.



School leadership and/or operator makes the purpose and process of the SER team’s visit clear to
all faculty and staff.



The school welcomes the SER team and recognizes its efforts on behalf of the school and its
students.



The school works with the SER team to ensure that the visit runs smoothly.



The school engages faculty and other stakeholders to reflect on the school’s performance.



The school appropriately informs all stakeholders of expectations during the site visit, and shares
the schedule in advance of the visit.



The school makes every effort to ensure the principal is present throughout the three-day site
visit. If the principal, for any reason, will be unavailable during the scheduled site visit, the
school must notify the SER team leader prior to the site visit.

2. Designates a meeting room(s)


The school designates a meeting space for the SER team during the three-day site visit. The space
should allow for confidential meetings and should be available to SER team members for the full
visit.



The school designates other meeting spaces for the SER team as needed to facilitate multiple
focus groups simultaneously.

3. Communicates with the SER team


School leadership works collaboratively with the SER team leader to ensure that all documents
are provided, both before and during the visit, in a timely manner.



School leadership maintains good communication with the SER team leader throughout the
process, honestly expressing concerns and feedback from staff.



School leadership informs the SER team leader of any last minute changes to the schedule or
teachers absent during the visit.

4. Report feedback and review


School leadership responds honestly and frankly to the team’s developing claims during the site
visit by stating the school’s position and making additional evidence available to support its
position, should it differ from other members of the team.



School leadership and operators complete a factual review of the draft site visit report and, in
accordance with pre-established timelines, provides factual feedback to the team leader.



(Optional) School leadership provides comments about the report to be included in the appendix
of the final report.
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City Schools’ School Effectiveness Standards
City Schools has identified key areas that they believe must be in place for all students to achieve at the
highest possible levels in order to have great schools, school leaders, and teachers. Four domains have
been identified at the school level: highly effective instruction, talented people, vision and engagement,
and strategic and professional management. Each of these domains closely aligns with domains held by
City Schools for great school leaders and great teachers1 and is observable in a set of key actions. Together,
these domains, key actions, and supporting descriptors form the City Schools’ School Effectiveness
Standards.
The SER team uses the domains, key actions, and descriptors to analyze the relationship between people
and systems that support students in their learning. The domains, key actions, and descriptors guide
evidence collection and serve to organize the SER report.

DOMAINS OF EFFECTIVE SCHOOLS
Domain 1: Highly Effective Instruction


Key action 1.1: School leadership supports highly effective instruction.2
a) School leadership ensures that teachers engage in the planning of the curricula through oversight of

standards-based units, lessons and pacing.
b) School leadership provides formative feedback and guidance to teachers, aligned to the Instructional

Framework, which is actionable and clearly describes strengths and areas for growth.
c) School leadership demonstrates an understanding of data analysis and ensures the use of a complete

student learning data-cycle.
 Key action 1.2: Teachers use multiple data sources to adjust practice.3
a) Teachers analyze students’ progress toward goals.
b) Teachers plan and adjust instruction in response to data.
c) Teachers appropriately recommend students for tiered interventions, including opportunities for

acceleration.

1

Domains for school leaders are defined by City Schools’ School Leadership Framework; domains for teachers are
defined by City Schools’ Instructional Framework.
2
Indicators for Key Action 1.1 include elements of City Schools’ School Leadership Framework, Highly Effective
Instruction domain.
3
Indicators for Key Action 1.2 include elements of City Schools’ Instructional Framework, Plan domain and the
Reflect and Adjust domain.
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Key action 1.3: Teachers deliver highly effective instruction.4
a) Teachers use and communicate standards-based lesson objectives and align learning activities to the
stated lesson objectives.
b) Teachers present content in various ways and emphasize key points to make content clear.
c) Teachers use multiple strategies and tasks to engage all students in rigorous work.
d) Teachers use evidence-dependent questioning.
e) Teachers check for student understanding and provide specific academic feedback.
f) Teachers facilitate student-to-student interaction and academic talk.



Key action 1.4: Teachers establish a classroom environment in which teaching and learning can
occur.5
a) Teachers implement routines to maximize instructional time.
b) Teachers build a positive, learning-focused classroom culture.
c) Teachers reinforce positive behavior and redirect off-task or challenging behavior, when needed.

4
5

Indicators for Key Action 1.3 include elements of City Schools’ Instructional Framework, Teach domain.
Indicators for Key Action 1.4 include elements of City Schools’ Instructional Framework, Teach domain.
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Domain 2: Talented people6


Key action 2.1: The school implements systems to select and retain effective teachers and staff
whose skills and beliefs meet the needs of the school.
a) School leadership has created and/or implemented organizational structures for selection and

retention across staffing positions that addresses student well-being and academic performance.
b) School leadership proactively recruits candidates using multiple stakeholders and measures to assess

each candidate’s qualifications in alignment with school needs.
c) School leadership ensures the implementation of mentoring/induction programs, when applicable,

to support the development of all new teachers and staff and monitors the program’s effectiveness.


Key action 2.2: The school makes full use of the evaluation system to develop faculty and staff
capacity through school-wide reflection and professional development and to hold them
accountable for performance.
a) School leadership reinforces performance expectations for all staff and allocates time to support staff

in meeting those expectations.
b) School leadership uses multiple methods to provide timely support and interventions to struggling
teachers and staff as indicated by data and/or informal or formal observations.
c) School leadership engages all staff in differentiated professional development based on identified
needs and in alignment with the school’s instructional vision.

6

Key Actions and Indicators include elements of City Schools School Leadership Framework, Talented People
domain
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Domain 3: Vision and Engagement 7


Key action 3.1: The school has a clear vision and mission that promotes a student-centered learning
environment that reflects and embraces student, staff, and community diversity.
a) The school creates communication systems so that the school community shares a clear

understanding of, and commitment to, the school mission, vision, and values, including a clear
understanding of strategic goals and initiatives that support high student achievement.
b) School leadership ensures that the school’s programs are aligned with the school’s mission and
vision, are culturally relevant, and incorporate skills for 21st century success.
c) The school implements and monitors school protocols that create an environment where students,
staff, and families feel welcomed and safe.


Key action 3.2: The school cultivates and sustains open communication and decision-making
opportunities with families and the community.
a) The school employs a variety of regular communication systems with families about school-wide

and individual student progress.
b) The school builds strong relationships with community stakeholders and leverages resources to
meet the needs of students and the school.
c) The school provides a variety of opportunities for families to participate in, or provide feedback on,
appropriate school-wide decisions and improvement efforts.


Key action 3.3: The climate and culture of the school creates a welcoming learning environment
that meets the academic, social, and emotional needs of each student.
a) School leadership establishes multiple tools and routines for frequent and timely communication

with teachers and staff members regarding policies, progress, and school culture.
b) School leadership establishes structures to recognize and celebrate student and staff achievements

and value.
c) The school develops proactive systems that support individual students’ social, emotional, and

socioeconomic needs.

7

Key Actions and Indicators include elements of City Schools School Leadership Framework, Vision and
Engagement domain
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Domain 4: Strategic and Professional Management8


Key action 4.1: The school manages progress towards clear goals through a cycle of planning, action,
assessment, and adjustment.
a) School leadership collaborates with multiple stakeholders to establish and communicate

measureable goals for the improvement of student learning.
b) School leadership collaborates with staff to develop and communicate strategies that are aligned to

school goals.
c) School leadership and all staff participate in regular analysis of school-wide data and instructional

practices to monitor progress toward goals, revisiting and adjusting action plans as needed.


Key action 4.2: The school allocates and deploys the resources of time, human capital, and funding
to address the priority growth goals for student achievement.
a) Budget distributions and resource allocations are aligned to school goals and priorities that support

equitable learning environments.
b) School leadership uses distributive leadership to strategically empower staff to take ownership of

essential responsibilities and decisions and holds staff accountable.
c) School leadership leverages common staff time to focus on professional learning and collaboration

in support of student achievement.


Key action 4.3: School’s board of trustees (or operator) provides competent stewardship and
oversight of the school. (For schools that are overseen by an autonomous board of trustees or
operator).
a) The governing board (and/or operator) maintains essential knowledge of the school and provides
oversight of the academic program.
b) The governing board (and/or operator) provides financial oversight by monitoring the school’s
financial records and ensuring that the school remains fiscally viable.
c) The governing board (and/or operator) maintains effective governance practices to ensure
organizational viability, including the systemic selection and oversight of the school leader.

8

Key Actions and Indicators include elements of City Schools School Leadership Framework, Strategic and
Professional Management domain
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Performance Level Rubric
The SER team uses the following guidance to select a performance level for each key action. Note that the
quality standard for each performance level is based upon 1.) the extent to which the SER team finds
multiple types,9 2.) multiple sources10 of evidence, and, 3.) the extent to which the SER team finds
evidence of high levels of adoption and/or implementation of a practice or system. The SER team will also
reflect on the Instructional Framework and School Leadership Framework in their analysis prior to
assigning a rating for each key action.

Extent to which SER Team Finds Multiple
Types and Multiple Sources of Evidence

Evidence Relating to Strength of
Adoption/Implementation

Key:
Not Effective:
Developing:
Effective:
Highly Effective

Extent to which SER Team Finds Evidence of High
Levels of Adoption and/or Implementation

Rating

Performance Level

Quality Standard

1

Not Effective

Evidence indicates that the key action is not a practice or system that
has been adopted and/or implemented at the school, or the level of
adoption/implementation does not improve the school’s effectiveness.

2

Developing

Evidence indicates that the key action (including some indicators) is a
practice or system that is emerging at the school, but that it has not yet
been implemented at a level that has begun to improve the school’s
effectiveness, OR that the impact of the key action on the effectiveness
of the school cannot yet be fully determined.

3

Effective

Evidence indicates that the key action (including most indicators) is a
practice or system that has been adopted at the school, and is
implemented at a level that is improving the school’s effectiveness.

4

Highly Effective

Evidence indicates that the key action (including all indicators) is a
practice or system that has been fully adopted at the school, and is
implemented at a level that has had a strong, significant or sustainable
impact on the school’s effectiveness.

9

“Multiple types of evidence” is defined as evidence collected from two or more of the following: document
review, stakeholder focus groups; and classroom observations.
10
“Multiple sources of evidence” is defined as evidence collected from three or more stakeholder focus groups;
two or more documents; and/or evidence that a descriptor was documented in 75% or more of lessons observed
at the time of the visit.
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Prioritization
A formative site visit is only as good as its follow-up. If the process is not linked to clear priority-setting
and action planning, then the long-term impact on student learning is likely to be minimal. The purpose
of the prioritization session is to assist school leaders in thinking through areas of improvement, based on
the important findings from the SER, and most likely to impact student achievement and outcomes and/or
should be addressed first.
The prioritization process occurs during a half-day meeting immediately following the last day of the site
visit. This process may vary from school-to-school because each school has unique needs and different
levels of experience with prioritization planning.

Who should be part of the prioritization process?
Participants in the prioritization process should include members of school leadership, teachers, and other
key staff, as well as district leaders. However, it is important to point out that this group should not exceed
10 people.
Additionally, the SER team leader will serve as the facilitator for this session and other SER team members
may attend in a support role during the process. The school-based team will be the decision makers and
ultimately take ownership of the resulting action plan.

What are the steps involved in prioritization?
There are several steps that are addressed during prioritization.
1. Introduction and roles: The participants will review the purpose of prioritization. During this
component, the facilitator will work with participants to establish team norms and explain how
decisions will be made throughout the session.
2. Review the SER findings: The facilitator will share the SER findings with participants, and the group
will have an opportunity to react to the findings by identifying what each participant finds surprising,
encouraging, and deflating.
3. Prioritize needs: During this step, each participant will identify two areas of strength and two areas
of growth. The group will then identify an area of growth on which to focus for their action plan.
4. Define goal/measures: Participants will create a SMART goal based on the prioritized need identified.
5. Create an action plan and identify champions: The facilitator will guide participants in the creation
of an action plan that will identify the action or steps needed to reach the goal, date by which it will
be completed, and a champion for each action. The champion is not responsible for completing the
action or single-handedly reaching the goal, but instead to promote the action step and report back
on the status of the goal to the participants.
6. Review and close: Together, the group will revisit the session objectives and evaluate
accomplishments.
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Appeals Process
The appeals process is designed to reconcile discrepancies between the SER report and evidence provided
by the school during the site visit through re-examination of evidence/documentation. The appeals
process is entirely separate from the SER review process. It is not intended as a means to resolve
differences of opinions between the school and the district/SER reviewers. Further, submission of an
Appeals Request Form does not guarantee that an appeal will be granted.
Ratings are assigned based on the extent to which the SER team finds multiple types and multiple sources
of evidence, AND the extent to which the SER team finds evidence of high levels of adoption and/or
implementation. Once the principal and/or charter operator decides to contest any part of the SER report,
s/he must submit a completed Appeals Request Form to the manager of the SER Team. Schools may
appeal up to three ratings in a report. All evidence submitted to contribute to forming the basis of the
appeal must have taken place on or before the original SER visit. Evidence obtained after the original site
visit may not be included. Finally, additional evidence submitted as part of the appeal will be taken into
consideration with respect to its alignment to the key action and the evidence collected on-site. If it is
determined that the criteria are not met, the appeal will be denied by the Director of Research and/or the
Chief Achievement and Accountability Officer. The Appeals Process only applies to SERs conducted in the
current school year and cannot be applied retroactively. All SER reports and their ratings prior to SY 1819 may not be appealed.
For additional details about the process, please see Appendix I of this protocol.
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Appendix A: School Self-Reflection
One of the primary purposes of the SER is to provide a school with the opportunity to use the School
Effectiveness Framework to analyze and reflect upon its own strengths and weakness. As the school
prepares for their site visit, please complete the following reflection questions (2 page limit) and submit
to your team lead two weeks prior to the visit. The self-reflection will be shared among the SER team
members as part of the items to be reviewed prior to the visit; providing additional background
knowledge and context. In addition, the self-reflection may be used as a document source to confirm
themes echoed during focus groups and other evidence gathered on-site. Please note the names of all
participants that helped to complete the self-reflection, if applicable.
1.

How does the school’s curricula, program, and resources align with the mission and vision?

2.

Per the School Effectiveness Framework, what is going well this year?

3.

Per the School Effectiveness Framework, what are opportunities for improvement that exist for
the school?

4.

Do you have any special designations from City Schools this year and are you receiving any
support as a result of your status?

5.

Are you currently in a swing space or is this your first year in a new building? Is there any other
context you should provide regarding facilities?

6.

Any other information you would like the team to be aware of prior to the visit.
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Appendix B: Document List
The SER team requests the school submit the following documents for review. These documents, or others
like them, provide the team with an important source of information about school programs and
operations and is used to triangulate evidence gathered from classroom observations and focus groups.
Materials listed as numbers 1-9 below, should be submitted to the SER team leader two weeks before the
start of the visit in order to assist in scheduling the SER team’s time on site.
For the documents that are to be made available during the site visit, three to five examples of each type
of requested document is sufficient, and can be made available electronically, or in paper copy. While
on-site, the team may request additional documents to bolster a finding, if there is a discrepancy. If
additional documents are requested, the school will have until close of the next business day (5:00pm)
following the conclusion of the visit. Documents submitted should be copies, as the SER team will take all
documents at the end of the visit. All documents will be kept at the district office until the report is
finalized, then shredded. For charter schools, documents will be kept on file for 3 years.
Documents should be organized by Domain and key action and must be from the current school year.
Similar documents may be substituted for items in the following lists, or the school leader may simply
indicate that such documents are not available. All documents should be clearly labeled with additional
context, if necessary (e.g. pictures, unidentified agendas, etc.). F Blank templates will not be accepted as
adequate evidence as they do not confirm the implementation of structures. To reiterate, documents are
requested in order to assist the SER team in gathering evidence regarding the school’s programs and
operations.
ITEMS TO BE SENT BY THE SCHOOL TO THE SER TEAM TWO WEEKS PRIOR TO THE SER
1.

Roster of ALL staff, including grade levels and subject areas taught

2.

Master schedule for all staff, including room numbers, planning times, and lunch schedules

3.

Copies of a school map that includes room numbers

4.

Individual teacher’s daily instructional schedules (if applicable)

5.

School bell schedule

6.

School handbook (staff, student, family)

7.

List of ILT members

8.

List of new hires for current school year, all early career teachers, and designated on-site mentors

9.

School Self-Reflection

ITEMS TO BE REVIEWED BY THE SER TEAM PRIOR TO THE VISIT
10.

School Profile

11.

School Survey Data

12.

School Performance Plan

13.

School handbook (staff, student, family)

14.

School Self-reflection

15.

Charter Agreement and related documents (if applicable)
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ITEMS TO BE AVAILABLE DURING THE SER VISIT FOR DOCUMENT REVIEW ONSITE
Highly Effective Instruction Domain
1.

Lesson plans
 Lesson plans and supporting documents from each grade level and subject area that demonstrate how
the lesson is meeting the needs of students (e.g. differentiation, rigorous tasks, etc.).
 Lesson plans for all classroom observations that will be conducted during the SER visit. (Please provide
the lesson plans to the team lead the day of the visit.)

2.

Evidence of oversight of long term and unit plans from each grade level and subject area.

3.

Evidence of oversight of scope and sequence, pacing guides, school specific curriculum, etc.

4.

Evidence that shows oversight of lesson planning and pacing such as: collaborative planning agendas,
meeting minutes and follow-ups, adjusted lesson plans, feedback on lesson plans or pacing, etc.

5.

Evidence of actionable formative feedback provided to teachers such as: informal observations, coaching
calendar, emails, etc.

6.

Evidence of a complete student learning data cycle such as: professional development session materials
around data analysis (e.g. agendas, handouts, PowerPoint decks, etc.), action plans, data meeting agendas.

7.

Evidence of teacher and school-level data tracking and analysis documents such as: data analysis forms,
SLOs, progress monitoring charts, student data tracking sheets, etc.

8.

Evidence that reflects teachers making instructional modifications based on data such as: data analysis
forms with SMART goals and strategies, adjusted lesson plans, teacher data binders, etc.

9.

Evidence regarding the school’s tiered interventions including opportunities for acceleration such as:
intervention referral forms, minutes from SST meetings noting academic interventions, intervention
schedules with student groups, Individual Learning Plans, Naglieri assessment data, etc.

10. Any other documents that the school believes would help the SER team to better understand instructional
programs and initiatives.
Talented People Domain
11. Evidence that reflects the organizational and staffing structure such as: staffing/role responsibilities,
organizational charts, examples of staffing changes based on student needs (e.g. looping with students,
adding an additional teacher to reduce class size, etc.). examples of staffing changes that support student
wholeness (e.g. climate/culture staff, resource teachers, related service providers)
12. Evidence that reflect the school’s teacher retention efforts such as: professional development/building staff
capacity, staff retention data, hospitality committee agendas, events or other staff recognition that
promotes staff retention.
13. Evidence documenting the school’s recruitment strategies and hiring processes such as: completed teacher
declaration of intent forms, hiring fair tickets, emails from outside pipelines, advertisements, emails from
Human Capital or district office staff about recruitment, interview protocol or questions, completed
performance tasks, completed rubric or feedback form, hiring committee agendas, emails, sign-in sheets,
etc.
14. Evidence reflecting the school’s teacher mentor program or induction program such as: New teacher
meeting agendas, meeting notes, work logs, coaching schedules, Mentor/Mentee list, Induction PowerPoint
decks, agendas, etc.
15. Evidence of communication to teachers around performance expectations: formal observation feedback to
teachers, IDP, mid-year conference forms, pre-conference forms, professional expectations, SLO feedback
etc.
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16. Evidence regarding proactive supports and interventions for struggling teachers such as: support plans
and/or Performance Improvement Plans (PIPs), additional informal observations, communication (emails,
agendas, notes) from a mentor or coach providing additional feedback and support, etc.
17. Evidence reflecting differentiated professional development


professional development aligned to the instructional vision and/or identified needs



professional development agendas, meeting minutes, handouts and PowerPoint decks



collaborative planning time agendas, meeting minutes, and follow ups



cycles of professional learning

Evidence around data or feedback from teachers that inform professional development
18. Any other documents that the school believes would help the SER team to better understand staff hiring,
support and evaluation processes.
Vision and Engagement Domain
19. Evidence that shows communication of the school’s mission, vision, values, strategic goals, and initiatives to
the school community (e.g. student, parent and faculty handbooks, banners, etc.).
20. Evidence that reflects the school’s programming and resources that support 21st century learning and
exposes students to cultural diversity: examples of student work that reflect critical thinking, problemsolving, collaboration, digital literacy/use of technology, field trips, speakers, and cultural programs.
21. Evidence that reflect the school’s efforts to make all stakeholders feel welcome and safe in the school
building such as: feedback forms, parent and student surveys, sign-in sheets from school events, student,
parent and faculty handbooks that outline safety procedures. Evidence of monitoring safety protocols:
climate committee agendas, meeting notes and initiatives, referral and suspension data, ILT tool, district
climate walk data, etc.
22. Evidence of family and community communications regarding policies and events, as well as academic
progress of students such as: newsletters, flyers, event notices, sign-in sheets, report cards, progress
reports, assessment results/letters, apps or other social media outlets.
23. Evidence that reflects how the school is building strong relationships with families and the community such
as: home visit documentation, community-service projects, parent workshop documentation,
documentation of school-wide events open to families and the community, minutes from parent or
community meetings, etc.
24. Evidence that reflects how families and community members volunteer time, talent, or funding to address
the school’s goals such as: volunteer logs, partnership list, family and community engagement binder,
school family council meeting agendas and minutes, etc.
25. Evidence reflecting the school’s effort to engage families and the community such as Family and
Community Engagement binder, School Family Council and/or PTO/PTA meeting agendas and minutes, etc.
26. Evidence of communication with teachers and staff about school policies and culture such as: faculty
handbook, newsletters, monthly memos, weekly email blasts, faculty meeting agendas, etc.
27. Evidence reflecting the school’s celebration/acknowledgement of staff and students such as: bulletin
boards with pictures and achievements, awards ceremonies, students/staff of the month, newsletters with
kudos/shout outs, etc.
28. Evidence of systems that attend to students’ social, emotional, and socioeconomic needs such as:
completed SST referral forms and/or screening/identification forms, outside service provider brochures,
mentoring groups or programs, food bank flyers, uniform closet flyers, school supply donation event flyer
etc.).
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29. Any other documents that the school believes would help the SER team to better understand how the
school engages with families and the community.
Strategic and Professional Management Domain
30. Evidence describing school-level goals and actions plans such as: School Performance Plan, strategic plan,
school-wide priority documents, action plans, etc.
31. Evidence of collaboration with and communication to stakeholders of school-wide goals and strategies,
such as: back to school night agenda/powerpoint, SFC/PTA/PTO agendas and minutes, ILT and staff
meetings agendas, goal-setting meeting agendas and meeting notes, etc.
32. Evidence that reflects the regular analysis of school-wide data and how they are used to monitor and adjust
school-wide goals and strategies such as: school-wide data used to create and monitor goals, ILT and staff
meeting agendas and meeting notes, data room/walls, learning walks, classroom observations, etc.
33. Evidence reflecting the alignment of budget to school-wide goals, such as: the school budget, Principal’s
Dashboard, invoice/receipts, k12 buy, teacher materials request form, etc.
34. Evidence reflecting the engagement of teachers in leadership roles and on school-level committees such as:
staffing/role responsibilities or job descriptions, organizational chart, staff led PD agendas, committee list,
agendas, and meeting minutes, afterschool clubs and activities, etc.
35. Evidence of teachers and staff collaborating on instructional practices and professional learning, such as:
collaborative planning meeting agendas, minutes, and follow-ups, PD agendas and minutes, etc.
36. Any other documents that the school believes would help the SER team to better understand how school
leadership plans and executes school improvement efforts.
Governance and Leadership Domain
37. For charter and operator-led schools, evidence such as:
 Charter agreement
 Strategic plan (if applicable)
 Board meeting schedules
 Board meeting agendas and minutes
 Board committee agendas and minutes
 School-wide data analysis documents
 Board financial documents (audit, cash-flow, quarterly reports, etc.)
 Development documents (fundraising efforts, grant writing, donations, etc.)
 Board policy documents, including by-laws
 Stakeholder feedback that helps with decision making (survey, public comments, parent
representative, etc.)
 Professional Development agendas and minutes for board members/operator, and school
leadership
 Recruiting and hiring strategies for the ED (or equivalent) and/or principal (if applicable)
 Evaluations of Board members, operator (if applicable) and/or school leadership
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Appendix C: Classroom Visits
What is the purpose of the classroom visit tool?
The purpose of the classroom visit tool is threefold:
1. To enable observers to easily identify instructional practices and summarize their evidence base and,
therefore, establish findings that characterize classroom strategies implemented across the school;
2. To supply the SER team with quantifiable ratings across classes observed that are supported by
documented pieces of evidence; and,
3. To gather qualitative evidence about classroom practices that provides additional evidence to inform
the team’s ratings.
How is the classroom visit tool used?
The information collected from classroom visits provides the SER team with an additional source of
information that is used to better understand school practices and to support the team’s ratings,
particularly for Domain 1 (Highly Effective Instruction). The classroom visit tool is NOT used to evaluate
individual teachers. Instead, the classroom visit tool allows the SER team to collect data about trends in
instruction across the school.
For each descriptor, the SER team member will document qualitative evidence of the practices observed.
The qualitative information will assist the team member in making a determination regarding whether a
certain classroom practice was evident, partially evident or not evident. The team will use the information
collected from each classroom visited to identify trends in classroom practice across the school. See the
classroom visit tool on the following page for further information.
How is the classroom visit tool related to the Instructional Framework?
City Schools' Instructional Framework gives a structure to help teachers design and deliver high-quality
instruction. Since classroom instruction across the school is reviewed during the SER, the classroom visit
tool includes indicators that are modeled after aspects of the Instructional Framework. However, due to
the observation lasting 20 minutes, the site visit tool does not include items from the Instructional
Framework that are not reasonably expected to be observed within the 20-minute time frame.
How long will classroom observations last and how many classes will be observed?
Classroom observations will last for 20 minutes. The SER team’s goal is to conduct classroom observations
of 60% of the school’s academic content teachers, with a maximum of 20 observations for larger schools
and a minimum of 8 observations for smaller schools. All classroom observations will be unannounced;
schools will know blocks of time for observations but not specific teachers or grades. There will be no
classroom observations of physical education teachers. Other resource teachers may be observed if the
class is aligned with the mission and vision of the school (e.g. art teacher at an arts integration school) or
requested by school leadership. If a teacher is planning a special event (guest speaker, field trip, classroom
celebration, etc.), will be out on leave, or plans to administer an assessment during the site-visit, please
notify the SER team leader of these circumstances prior to the visit
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School: _________________________ Date: ______________ Time: ______ to ______ Grade/Subject: _____________ Teacher: ________________________
Number of Students: __________

Number of Adults: _______

Observer: ________________________

Instructions: Classroom observations will last for 20 minutes. Circle one rating for each indicator and provide evidence to support the rating. No indicator should be marked N/A or left blank.

TEACH 1: Communicate Standards-Based Lesson Objectives
Evident
Partially Evident
Communication
of objective
Learning
activities and
resources align
with lesson
objective

Teacher communicates lesson
objective to students by
explaining and/or referencing
it during the lesson.
Lesson activities and
resources have a clear and
intentional purpose and are
aligned with the lesson
objective.

TEACH 2: Present Content Clearly
Evident

11

Accurate,
grade-level
content.

Teacher presents students
with accurate grade level
content aligned to
appropriate content
standards.

Alternate
presentation of
content

Teacher presents content in
various ways (two or more) to
make content clear.11

Emphasis of
key points

Teacher emphasizes
important points to focus
learning of content.

Teacher communicates lesson
objective by posting it.
Lesson activities and resources
are generally aligned with the
lesson objective and/or some
tasks have a clear, intentional
purpose.

Not Evident

Evidence
Objective:

Teacher does not
communicate lesson
objective to students.
Lesson activities and
resources are not aligned
with the lesson objective
OR
Lesson activities and
resources do not have a
clear, intentional purpose.

Partially Evident

Not Evident

Teacher presents students with
mostly accurate grade level
content aligned to appropriate
content standards.

Teacher presents students
with inaccurate grade level
content and/or not aligned
to appropriate content
standards.

Teacher attempts to presents
content in various ways (two or
more), but attempts do not make
content clear.
Teacher attempts to emphasize
important points to focus
learning of content, but attempts
do not make content clear.

Evidence
CCSS:

Teacher does not present
content in various ways.
Teacher does not emphasize
important points to focus
learning of content.

Examples include, but are not limited to, using diagrams, video clips, graphic organizers and manipulatives.
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TEACH 3: Use Strategies and Tasks to Engage all Students in Rigorous Work
Evident
Partially Evident
Not Evident

Evidence

Scaffolded
and/or
differentiated
tasks

Teacher scaffolds and/or
differentiates tasks by
providing access to rigorous
grade-level instruction for all
students.12

Teacher attempts to scaffold
and/or differentiate tasks, but
not all students are supported in
accessing rigorous grade-level
instruction.

Teacher does not scaffold or
differentiate tasks.

Opportunities
to engage with
complex texts
and tasks

Students have opportunities
and time to grapple with
complex texts and/or
rigorous tasks.13

Students have opportunities to
engage with complex texts and
rigorous tasks superficially.

Students have rare or no
opportunities to engage
with complex texts and
rigorous tasks.

TEACH 4: Use Evidence-Dependent Questioning
Evident
Partially Evident
Questions
requiring
justification

Teacher asks questions that
require students to cite
evidence and clearly explain
their thought processes.14

Teacher asks questions that
require students to explain their
thought processes or cite
evidence but not both.

Clear and/or
scaffolded
questions

Teacher asks questions that
are clear and scaffolded.

Teacher asks questions that are
somewhat unclear to students or
lack scaffolding.

Not Evident

Evidence

Teacher does not ask
questions that require
students to cite evidence or
explain their thought
processes.
Teacher asks questions that
are confusing to students
and not scaffolded.

12

This does not mean that the teacher always differentiates for each student, but rather that each student may be placed in an appropriate instructional group and receive work tailored to the instructional group that meets
his/her needs. Instructional groups can be determined based on various student characteristics. Example of instructional grouping include, but not limited to, skill levels, interests, and ability levels. Appropriate scaffolding
does not mean teachers scaffold every task. Teachers scaffold only when the complexity of the task and/or students’ prior knowledge requires scaffolding. Differentiation’s primary goal is accessibility to rigorous content for
all students. Although process, content or task may be altered to provide access to different students, the differentiated task should lead all students to produce work at the level of rigor that the standard requires.
13
When students grapple with a text or task, they should go through a “productive struggle”, not a struggle so overwhelming that they are unable to work through it.
14
When applicable, questions should be text-based, and responses should include evidence grounded in the text. Beyond citing from a text, examples of citing evidence include, but are not limited to, prior learning, observed
patterns and applications of problem-solving strategies to similar context.
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TEACH 5: Check for Understanding and Provide Specific, Academic Feedback
Evident
Partially Evident
Not Evident
Informative
checks for
understanding

Teacher conducts one or
more checks for
understanding that yield
useful information at key
points throughout the
lesson.15

Teacher attempts to conduct
checks for understanding, but
checks may only yield some
useful information.

Specific,
academic
feedback

Teacher gives specific
academic feedback to
communicate current
progress and next steps to
move forward.16

Teacher gives general academic
feedback, but feedback may not
clarify next steps to move
forward.

Evidence

Teacher does not check for
understanding during the
lesson.
OR
Teachers’ checks for
understanding are
inappropriate or ineffective.
Teacher does not give
academic feedback.
OR
When needed, teacher does
not address student
misunderstandings.

TEACH 6: Facilitate Student-to-Student Interactions and Academic Talk
Evident
Partially Evident
Not Evident

Evidence

Opportunities
for student-tostudent
interaction

Teacher provides multiple or
extended opportunities for
student-to-student
interaction. 17

Teacher provides one
opportunity for student-tostudent interaction.

Teacher provides no
opportunity for student-tostudent interaction.

Evidence-based
discussions

In most student-to-student
interactions, students engage
in discussions with their peers
to make meaning of content
or deepen their
understanding.

In few student-to-student
interactions, students engage in
discussions with their peers to
make meaning of content or
deepen their understanding.

Students do not engage in in
discussions with their peers
to make meaning of content
or deepen their
understanding.

Student
academic talk

Students use academic talk
and, when necessary, teacher
consistently and
appropriately supports
students in speaking
academically.18

Students sometimes use
academic talk, and teacher
inconsistently or inappropriately
supports students in speaking
academically.

Students do not use
academic talk, and teacher
does not support students in
speaking academically.

A minimum of one check for understanding (e.g., thumbs up/down, quiz, rubric, retelling, pair/share, worksheet) is utilized that demonstrates students’ learning. Checks for understanding should provide multiple ways for
students to demonstrate their learning. Checks for understanding at key points occur at pivotal moments in the lesson and provide an accurate pulse of the class to determine whether or not a teacher can move forward in the
lesson.
16
Specific academic feedback is feedback that supports a student in their understanding of a concept, process or skill, and allows students to identify how they can take action to modify their work while maintaining its
quality. Academic feedback can be tailored to address the needs of the whole class, small group, or individual students.
17
Student-to-student interaction can occur in pairs or in groups. Examples of structures for pairs or groups can include, but are not limited to: discussion protocols, assignments of clear roles and responsibilities for each
group member, rubrics for effective group work and sentence stems to facilitate conversation.
18
Students use academic talk and content-specific vocabulary. Students generate questions that may be asked of the teacher or classmates to further students’ own research on the lesson’s content.
15
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TEACH 7: Implement Routines to Maximize Instructional Time
Evident
Partially Evident
Maximized
instructional
time

Smooth
routines and
procedures

Students are only idle for very
brief (less than 2 minutes)
periods of time while waiting
for the teacher.

Routines and procedures run
smoothly with minimal with
no prompting from the
teacher.19

Teacher interactions with
students are positive and
respectful.

Student-toteacher
interactions

Student interactions with the
teacher are positive and
respectful.

Student-toStudent
interactions

Student-to-student
interactions are positive and
respectful.

Evidence

Students may be idle for short
periods of time (2- 4 minutes)
while waiting for the teacher.

Students may be idle for
significant periods of time (4
minutes or more) while
waiting for the teacher.

Routines and procedures run
smoothly with some prompting
from the teacher.

Routines and procedures are
in place but require
significant teacher
prompting and direction.
OR
There are no evident
routines or procedures, so
the teacher directs all of
them.

TEACH 8: Build a Positive, Learning-Focused Classroom Culture
Evident
Partially Evident
Teacher-tostudent
interactions

Not Evident

Some interactions among teacher
and students demonstrate a
positive rapport and mutual
respect while other interactions
demonstrate a lack of rapport
and/or respect.
Some interactions among
students and teachers
demonstrate a positive rapport
and mutual respect while other
interactions demonstrate a lack
of rapport and/or respect.
Some interactions among
students demonstrate a positive
rapport and mutual respect while
other interactions demonstrate a
lack of rapport and/or respect.

Not Evident

Evidence

Little to no interactions
among teacher with
students demonstrate a
positive rapport and mutual
respect.
Little to no interactions
among students with
teachers demonstrate a
positive rapport and mutual
respect.
Little to no interactions
among students
demonstrate a positive
rapport and mutual respect.

19

Examples include, but are not limited to, students collecting assignments/distributing materials or working at centers. Include any routines or procedures associated with transitions. For example, completing a
warm-up activity after entering the classroom.
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TEACH 9: Reinforce Positive Behavior, Redirect Off-Task Behavior, and De-escalate Challenging Behavior
Evident
Partially Evident
Not Evident
Reinforce positive
behavior

On-task behavior

Time impact of
redirection/discipline
of off-task behavior

Teacher promotes and
reinforces positive
behavior. 20

Students are on-task and
active participants in
classwork and
discussions.21

Teacher addresses
behavioral issues (if any)
with minimal interruption
to instructional time. (2
minutes or less)

Teacher occasionally
acknowledges positive
behavior but focuses more
on negative behavior.
Some students exhibit
frequent off-task behavior
in the classroom.
AND/OR
Most students exhibit
occasional off-task
behavior in the
classroom.22

Teacher addresses
behavioral issues with
some interruption to
instructional time. (2-4
minutes)

Evidence

Teacher primarily focuses
on negative behavior.

Students exhibit consistent
off-task behavior in the
classroom.

_____number of students off-task
_____ amount of time off-task

Teacher addresses
behavioral issues in a
manner that does not fully
solve the issue causing
significant interruption to
instructional time. (4
minutes or more)
OR
Teacher does not address
behavioral issues, allowing
student misbehavior to
continue or escalate.

Additional Notes

20

Expectations outlining how students should behave while in class and implementation of those expectations are evident. The teacher may utilize a reward (verbal praise, awards, points, etc.) and consequence system to
manage student behavior, if necessary.
21
Active participation can be demonstrated, but not limited to: raising hands, following along in text, and/or participating in class discussion. Students are NOT completing assignments for other courses, sleeping, engaging in
side conversations with peers about non-academic topics and/or using cell phones, iPods, etc.
22

Off-task behaviors is behavior that disrupts the learning of one-self or others.
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Appendix D: Focus Groups
During the site visit, a series of focus groups will be conducted to gather information about the school.
The following is a description of each of the focus groups that the SER team will conduct. Per the site visit
schedule, the SER team will conduct focus groups with some stakeholder groups more than once (i.e.,
several teacher focus groups). In addition to a focus group and follow-up, leadership may be asked to
provide further guidance and insight throughout the visit.
If the SER team or any district staff finds evidence that the school has attempted to suppress or withhold
evidence, such as preventing stakeholders (teachers, students, parents, etc.) from participating in the SER
process, it will be reported to the Office of Achievement and Accountability (OAA). OAA reserves the right
to find the school’s SER data invalid, resulting in a change of ratings.

Focus Groups
Focus Group

Description

Approximate Time
Needed

Leadership
Focus Group

Membership of this group is defined by the school. This could include the
principal, assistant principal, education associate and staff in other leadership
positions, such as members of the school’s instructional leadership team (ILT).

3 hour focus group
(over the course of
two days)

Teacher
Focus Groups

Groups of teachers (4-6 individuals), typically by grade level or content area,
make up a focus group. In some cases, the SER team may request a focus group
meeting with ILT members, department heads or lead teachers, teaching
assistants, aides, or other personnel to discuss their roles in the delivery of the
academic program.

45 minutes (when
possible, scheduled
during common
planning periods)

Student
Support Staff
Focus Groups

School leaders are asked to identify personnel who play a significant role in
student support, including, but not limited to the school’s special education
director, Student Support Team chair, ELL coordinator, curriculum coordinators,
guidance counselor, and other relevant staff.

30-45 minutes

Family
Focus Group

A representative group of 6-10 parents (or guardians) whose children have a
range of academic needs, have attended the school for various lengths of time
and who have a range of participation experiences with the school. A minimum
of 6 family members is required.

45 minutes

Student
Focus Group

A group of 6-10 students from different grade levels who have attended the
school for various lengths of time and who have a range of experience with
different school support and enrichment programs. (Grade 3 and older.) For
schools that have a K -8 or middle/high model, two student focus group times will
be provided, and a group of 6-10 students should be available for each focus
group.

45 minutes (when
possible, scheduled
during student’s lunch
periods)

At the school’s discretion, the SER team can also meet with the school’s
network team, especially if they are directly involved in providing support to
teachers and/or school leadership. This group could include all or some of the
network team members, depending on the supports provided by the team.

30-45 minutes

Community
Learning
Network
Focus Group
(optional)
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Community
Partners
Focus Group
(optional)

For schools with community partners or organizations, the school leader can
request to have a focus group with these constituents to share their
involvement in the school’s programs and activities.

Management
Organization
Leadership

For schools operated by a management organization, a focus group will be
conducted with the operator and other representatives.

Governance
Focus Group

This focus group is conducted with a representative group of the school’s Board
or governing body. Ideally, the chairperson of the board and the board
treasurer will be in attendance.

30-45 minutes

1 hour

1 hour

How will teachers and staff be scheduled in focus groups?
Teachers and staff will be scheduled in focus groups based on their scheduled planning periods.
Participants should participate in no more than one stakeholder focus group.
Focus groups:
 Required: teachers, school leadership, parents, students, support services staff
 Optional: community partners, district support staff
 Additional requirement for Charter and Operator-led schools: Operator and/or Board members
(Operator may attend one of the school leadership focus groups and either the Operator or Board
focus group.)
How many focus groups will take place during the SER?
 Minimum of four teacher focus groups
 Minimum of two school leadership focus groups, totaling a maximum of three hours
 One family focus group (minimum of six family members; if fewer than six family members are
in attendance, a footnote stating such will be added to the final report)
 One or two student focus group(s), based on grade configuration of school
 One support services staff focus group
 Optional focus groups with each of the following: community partners, school volunteers,
district support staff
What is the purpose of the focus group worksheet?
Focus group worksheets are provided to:
1. Enable the interviewer to easily identify questions consistent with the leading indicators and the
corresponding criteria in the protocol in order to gather appropriate evidence;
2. Ensure uniformity across focus groups conducted; and,
3. Provide multiple sources of evidence to support the team’s ratings.
The worksheet provides a template for the SER team to use during focus groups. This ensures that
questions are being asked in accordance with the protocol and that all team members are asking uniform
questions.
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A worksheet exists for each type of focus group (e.g., school leadership, teachers, parents and student
support staff) that the review team will conduct while on site.
How does the SER team use the worksheets?
The following worksheets contain possible questions. The right column indicates the key action with which
the questions are aligned in the School Effectiveness Framework. Interview questions might look slightly
different for the respective stakeholder group being asked. While on site, the team may develop
additional, school-specific probes based on the evidence gathered. In addition, question delivery might
vary slightly. Notes are recorded by the SER team for use during team deliberations and to provide the
team leader with a record of discussions to ensure a sound and accurate evidence base. All focus group
notes are kept confidential and will not be shared with anyone outside of the SER team.
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School Leadership Focus Group Questions
Highly Effective Instruction

Key Action
Alignment
1.1 A

1.

What curriculum planning documents do teachers use to plan long-term, unit and daily lesson plans? (Probe: curriculum planning
documents such as scope and sequence, pacing guides, unit plans and school specific curriculum, etc.)

2.

In what ways does school leadership (including the ILT) oversee curricula including lesson plans, unit plans and pacing? (Probe:
feedback on lesson plans and pacing suggestions, if applicable)

1.1A

3.

How does school leadership provide informal instructional feedback and guidance to teachers? (Probes: Focus of the feedback,
frequency, template(s), strengths, areas of growth, next steps)

1.1B

4.

How does school leadership ensure the use of a complete student learning data cycle? (Probes: steps in the process, training,
frequency, facilitation, support, requirements of data collection)

1.1C

5.

How do teachers set and track academic goals for students? (Probe: class or student level growth goals for content areas) What
assessment measures do teachers use to determine student progress? (Probe: summative and formative) How often are they
given?

1.2A

6.

How do teachers analyze student progress towards goals? (Probes: data cycle, intervention/strategies, and reassessing the
students)

1.2A

7.

How do teachers plan daily lessons to meet students’ unique needs? (Probe: lesson plans) How do teachers modify/adjust
instruction based on data? (Probe: adjusting daily practice)

1.2B

8.

Are there any school-wide interventions and/or acceleration opportunities for students? What data is used to identify students and
recommend them for interventions or opportunities for acceleration? (Probe: subject areas, programs used, structure, frequency
and duration of interventions)

1.2C

Talented People
9.

Describe the organizational/staffing structure at your school. Were there any positions at this school that were created to meet
specific student needs (academic and well-being) for the current year? (Probe: Student support team positions, resource teachers,
departmentalization, grade-level changes, etc.) How were those changes determined? Have you seen any impact as a result of
these position changes?
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10. What systems or structures has school leadership developed that helps retain effective teachers and staff? (Probe: professional
growth, support, interest/talents of individuals, etc.)

2.1A

11. How do you proactively recruit teachers and other specialized staff according to the needs of the school? What are the steps in the
hiring process? (Probe: Identifying needs of the school) How do you measure or assess a candidate’s qualifications? (Probes:
Interview, demonstration Lesson, involving staff) When and how do you begin the process? (Probe: Partnerships with other
organizations)

2.1B

12. Does the school offer any programs to support teachers who are new to the profession or new to the school? If so, please describe
them. (Probe: New Teacher Mentoring program, designated mentor, structure, frequency, and supports.) How does school
leadership monitor the program’s effectiveness? (Probe: oversight of support, frequency, structure, etc.) Does the school have any
induction programs for teachers new to the school?

2.1C

13. Describe the school’s formal evaluation process for teachers. Has school leadership been able to fully implement this system?
(Probes: IDPs, SLOs, professional responsibilities, post-conference feedback.) How does school leadership support teachers and
staff’s understanding of professional expectations? (Probe: communication and time allocated for support)

2.2A

14. How does school leadership proactively support teachers who are struggling to meet expectations? (Probes: identification,
supports provided and by whom) Are any teachers on PIPs or other action plans currently?

2.2B

15. Describe the school’s professional development plan. How are topics identified? (Probe: data, interest, need) How are you ensuring
that professional development sessions are differentiated to address all of your teacher’s needs? (Probes: content, years of
experience, expertise, etc.)

2.2 C

Vision and Engagement
16. What is the mission and vision of the school? What are the goals and initiatives aligned with the school’s mission and vision?

Key Action
Alignment
3.1A

17. What communication strategies does the school employ to ensure that the school community (teachers and staff, students,
families, and community members) clearly understands the school’s mission, vision and values?

3.1A

18. In what ways does the school’s programming reflect 21st century learning? (Probes: critical thinking, problem-solving,
collaboration, digital literacy.) How does the school’s programs expose students to cultural diversity?

3.1 B
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19. Do you feel safe in the school? (Probe: physically and emotionally) How does the school create a safe and welcoming environment
for students, staff and families? (Probe: safety protocols and procedures) How does school leadership monitor the protocols in
order to maintain a safe and welcoming environment for students, staff, and families?

3.1C

20. How does the school communicate with families about school-wide activities, policies, and initiatives? (Probe: frequency of
communication) How does the school communicate with families about individual student progress? (Probes: frequency, multiple
vehicles, and variety of information)

3.2A

21. Are there predominant languages, other than English, spoken by students and/or families? If so, which languages and how does the
school communicate with those students and families?

3.2A

22. How does the school build strong relationships with families and the community? Do families and other community partners
volunteer time, talent, or funding to support the schools’ goals?

3.2 B

23. What structures are in place to facilitate two-way communication between the school and families/community partners? Do
families/community partners provide input on school-wide decisions? Give an example of how family/community partner input
was used. (Probes: frequency of structures)

3.2 C

24. How does school leadership communicate information to teachers and staff about policies, progress, and school culture? Is
communication timely, frequent and routine? (Probes: topics/information shared)

3.3A

25. How does school leadership demonstrate value for all students? How does school leadership recognize student achievement? How
does school leadership demonstrate value for staff and keep morale high?

3.3B

26. How does the school proactively support student’s social, emotional, and socioeconomic needs? (Probe: communication with staff
and families around access and availability to supports)

3.3C

Strategic and Professional Management
27. Has the school established any measurable school-wide goals for student achievement and/or school improvement? If so, what are
they, how were they developed, and with whom? How have the goals been communicated to stakeholders? (Probe: families and
community partners)
28. Are there strategies and/or key priorities aligned to the school-wide goals? If so, what are they? What was the process for creating
them? (Probes: use of data on student learning, attendance, and behavior.) How have the strategies been communicated to staff?
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29. How is the school monitoring progress towards the school-wide goals? (Probe: data sources) Are teachers and other staff members
involved in collecting, analyzing, and utilizing school-wide data? (Probes: structure and meeting frequency) How is progress being
communicated to staff? Have the goals and/or strategies been adjusted since they were developed?

4.1C

30. How does the budget support school-wide goals and priorities? (Probes: programs, technology, supplies and human
capital/partnerships) How does your budget provide an equitable learning environment? (Probe: meeting all students’ needs)

4.2A

31. How are essential responsibilities and decisions delegated to appropriate individuals? (Probes: criteria for leadership positions, ILT,
mentors, leading PD, etc.) How is school leadership providing oversight?

4.2B

32. How is school leadership leveraging common staff time to support collaboration among staff on instructional practices and
professional learning? (Probes: frequency, topics, oversight, etc.)

4.2 C
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Teacher Focus Group Questions

Highly Effective Instruction

Key Action
Alignment

1.

What curriculum planning documents do teachers use to plan long-term, unit, and daily lesson plans? (Probe for curriculum
planning documents such as scope and sequence, pacing guides, unit plans, and school specific curriculum, etc.)

1.1 A

2.

In what ways does school leadership (including the ILT) oversee curricula, including lesson plans, unit plans, and pacing? (Probe:
feedback on lesson plans, suggestions for adjusting pacing, if applicable)

1.1A

3.

Does school leadership provide informal instructional feedback and guidance to teachers? (Probes: focus of feedback, frequency,
template(s), strengths, areas of growth, next steps)

1.1B

4.

How does school leadership ensure the use of a complete student learning data cycle? (Probe: steps in the process, training,
frequency, facilitation, support, requirements of data collection)

1.1C

5.

How do teachers set and track academic goals for students? (Probe: class or student level growth goals for content areas) What
assessment measures do teachers use to determine student progress? (Probe: summative and formative) How often are they
given?

1.2A

6.

How do teachers analyze student progress towards goals? (Probes: data cycle, intervention/strategies, and reassessing the
students)

1.2A

7.

How do teachers plan daily lessons to meet students’ unique needs? (Probe: lesson plans) How do teachers modify/adjust
instruction based on data? (Probe: adjusting daily practice)

1.2B

8.

What school-wide interventions and/or acceleration opportunities are available for students? What data is used to identify
students and recommend them for interventions, or opportunities for acceleration? (Probes: subject areas, programs used,
structure, frequency and duration of interventions)

1.2 C
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Talented People
9.

Describe the organizational structure/staffing at your school. Were there any positions created to meet specific student needs
(academic and well-being) for the current year? (Probe: Student support team positions? Resource teachers?) How are roles and
responsibilities divided among school leadership, teachers and staff? How were members of the instructional leadership team
selected?

Key Action
Alignment
2.1A

10. What systems or structures has school leadership developed that helps retain effective teachers and staff?

2.1A

11. How does school leadership recruit teachers and other specialized staff according to the needs of the school? What are the steps in
the hiring process (Probe: How does school leadership identify the needs of the school?) How are candidates’ qualifications
measured or assessed? (Probe: Interview? Are staff, beyond the leadership team, involved in interviewing? Demonstration
lessons?) When and how does school leadership begin the recruitment and hiring process? (Probe: Partnerships with organizations
beyond City Schools that assist with recruitment efforts, such as TFA, BCTR, UTC or local universities?)

2.1B

12. Are there any early career teachers at the school? Does the school offer any programs to support teachers who are new to the
profession or new to the school? If so, please describe them. (Probe: New Teacher Mentoring program, including designated
mentor, structure, frequency, and supports.) How does school leadership monitor the program’s effectiveness? (Probe: oversight
of support, frequency, structure, etc.) Does the school have any induction programs for teachers new to the school?

2.1 C

13. Describe the school’s formal evaluation process for teachers. Has school leadership been able to fully implement this system?
(Probes: IDP, SLOs, professional responsibilities, post-conference feedback.) How does school leadership communicate professional
expectations to teachers and staff?

2.2A

14. How does school leadership support teachers who are struggling to meet expectations (Probes: How are they identified? What
supports are provided, and by whom?) Are any teachers currently on Performance Improvement Plans or other action plans?

2.2B

15. Describe the school’s professional development plan. How are topics identified? (Probe: data, interest, need) How does school
leadership ensure that professional development sessions are meeting all teacher needs and improving student achievement?
(Probes: How is PD differentiated according to content, years of experience, expertise, ect?)

2.2C
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Vision and Engagement

Key Action
Alignment

16. What is the mission and vision of the school? What are the goals and initiatives aligned with the school’s mission and vision?

3.1A

17. What communication strategies does the school employ to ensure that the school community clearly understands the school’s
mission, vision, and values?

3.1A

18. Do you feel safe in the school? (Probe: physically and emotionally) How does the school create a safe and welcoming environment
for students, staff and families? (Probe: safety protocols and procedures)

3.1B

19. How does school leadership monitor school climate and culture in order to maintain a safe and welcoming environment for
students, staff, and families?

3.1B

20. In what ways does the school’s programming reflect 21st century learning? (Probe: critical thinking, problem-solving collaboration,
digital literacy) How does the school’s programs reflect and celebrate cultural diversity?

3.1C

21. How does the school and staff communicate with families about school-wide activities, policies, and initiatives? (Probe: frequency
of communication) How does the school communicate with families about individual student progress? (Probe: frequency, multiple
vehicles, and variety of information)

3.2 A

22. Are there predominant languages, other than English, spoken by students and/or families? If so, which languages and how does the
school and staff communicate with those students and families?

3.2A

23. Do families and other community members volunteer time, talent, or funding to support the schools’ goals?

3.2B

24. What structures are in place to facilitate two-way communication between the school and families/community partners? Do
families/community partners provide input on school-wide decisions? Give an example of how family/community partner input
was used. (Probes: frequency of structures, PTO, PTA, SFC)

3.2C

25. How does school leadership communicate information to teachers and staff about policies, progress, and school culture? Is
communication timely and routine? (Probe: topic/information shared during staff meetings newsletters, etc.)

3.3 A

26. How does school leadership demonstrate value for all students? How does school leadership recognize student achievement? How
does school leadership demonstrate value for staff and keep morale high?

3.3B

27. How does the school proactively support student’s social, emotional, and socioeconomic needs? (Probe: How does the school
communicate with all staff and families around access and availability to supports?

3.3C
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Strategic and Professional Management

Key Action
Alignment

28. Has the school established any measurable school-wide goals for student achievement and/or school improvement? If so, what are
they, how were they developed, and with whom? How have the goals been communicated to stakeholders?

4.1 A

29. Are there action plans and/or key priorities aligned to school-wide goals? If so, what are they? What was the process for creating
them? (Probe for use of data on student learning, attendance, and behavior.)

4.1 B

30. How are the school goals progress monitored? Are teachers and other staff members involved in collecting, analyzing, and utilizing
school-wide data? (Probe: ILT or data teams meeting frequency, structure, topics as they relate to data) Has the goals been
adjusted or revisited since they were developed?

4.1 C

31. How does the budget support school-wide goals and priorities? (Probe for what resources, supplies, or human capital were
budgeted that are directly aligned to support the school-wide goals and priorities)

4.2 A

32. How does the school’s budget support an equitable learning environment? (Probe for resources, programs, supplies, and human
capital that support all students’ needs)

4.2 A

33. Does school leadership identify and leverage teacher and staff’s talents, expertise, and effectiveness?

4.2 B

34. How are essential responsibilities and decisions delegated to appropriate individuals? How is school leadership overseeing the
duties staff are assigned to? (Probe criteria for leadership positions, ILT, mentors, leading PD, etc.) Do teachers and staff plan and
implement school events and initiatives?

4.2 B

35. How is school leadership leveraging common staff time to support collaboration among staff on instructional practices and
professional learning? (Probe: collaborative planning meeting- frequency, topics, etc.)

4.2 C
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Family Focus Group Questions
Highly Effective Instruction

Key Action
Alignment

1.

How well are your child’s specific learning needs being met? Do you believe your child is challenged in their classes through reading
material, assignments/projects and activities?

1.2B

2.

Do teachers set and track individual or class level goals? If yes, how is your child’s progress towards meeting those goals shared
with you?

1.2A

3.

What supports does the school provide to meet the needs of all students? (Probe: interventions, after school programs,
enrichment programs.) How are students identified for these supports?

1.2C

Talented People

Key Action
Alignment

4.

Are you aware of how roles and responsibilities are divided among school leadership, teachers and staff? (Probe: school programs,
committees, etc.)

2.1A

5.

Are you aware of how the school recruits teachers and staff? (Probe: according to the needs of the school) What are the steps in
the hiring process? Are families involved in the recruitment or hiring of teachers and staff?

2.1B

Vision and Engagement

Key Action
Alignment

6.

What is the mission and vision of the school? What are the goals and initiatives are aligned with the school’s mission and vision?

3.1A

7.

How does the school communicate with families to ensure that you understand the school’s mission, vision and values?

3.1A

8.

Do you believe that children are safe in the school? (Probe: physically and emotionally) How does the school create a safe and
welcoming environment for students, staff and families? (Probe: safety protocols and procedures)

3.1B

9.

How does the school’s programming prepare students for the future? (Probe: critical thinking, problem-solving, collaboration,
digital literacy) How does the school’s programs reflect and celebrate cultural diversity?

3.1C
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10. How does the school communicate with families and the community about school-wide activities, policies, and initiatives? (Probe:
frequency, specific topics). How does the school communicate with families about individual student progress? (Probe: frequency,
multiple vehicles, and variety of information)

3.2A

11. Are there predominant home languages (other than English) spoken by students and/or families? If so, which languages? How does
the school communicate with families and students whose primary language is not English?

3.2A

12. Are families and community members volunteering their time, talent or donating resources in support of school goals?

3.2B

13. What regular opportunities are available for families to learn and share information with the school? How does the school ensure
that families and community partners have opportunities to provide input on school-wide decisions? (Probe: frequency of
structures, PTA/PTO/SFC)

3.2C

14. How does the school demonstrate value for all students? How does the school celebrate student achievement? (Probe: award
ceremonies, shout-outs, bulletin boards, etc.)

3.3B

15. How does school leadership demonstrate a value for staff and keeping moral high? (Probe: incentives, acknowledgements)

3.3B

16. How does the school proactively support students and/or families' social and emotional and financial needs? (Probe: mentoring,
behavioral system, etc.) How are families made aware of available supports?

3.3C

Strategic and Professional Management

Key Action
Alignment

17. Has the school established school-wide goals for student achievement and/or school improvement? If so, what are they and how
were they communicated to families?

4.1A

18. How does the school budget support school-wide goals and priorities? Which programs, supplies and/or staff positions were
budgeted in support of school-wide goals and priorities?

4.2A

19. Do teachers and other staff plan, implement and/or lead school events and initiatives? Are families involved in this planning?

4.2B
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Student Focus Group Questions
Highly Effective Instruction

Key Action
Alignment

1.

Do you ever work in small groups? Do your teachers ever give different activities to groups of students?

1.3B and C

2.

Do you set goals for any of your classes?

1.1C

3.

What do you do when you need help with a lesson or activity? *What resources or supports are available?

1.3C

4.

Are there any opportunities for acceleration?

1.3C

Vision and Engagement

Key Action
Alignment

5.

What is the mission and vision of the school? How do you know what the mission and vision are?

6.

Are there school wide goals or a focus for this school year? What programs and initiatives support the mission and vision?

7.

How is the school preparing you for the future? (probe: middle and high school, college/career) In what ways do the school’s
programs reflect and celebrate cultural diversity?

3.1 B

* Students may bring a piece of student work to the focus group that demonstrate application of 21st century learning. (Probes:
critical thinking, problem-solving, collaboration, digital literacy)

3.1 B

8.

How does the school welcome students and families? (Probes: community events, student performances, etc.) What school rules
or structures help to create a positive learning environment? (Probes: school routines or daily activities)

3.1 B

9.

Do you feel physically safe in the school? How does the school make you feel safe? (Probe: Protocols and procedures) (If no, probe
for examples of disruptions or conflicts that make students feel unsafe and describe how the school addressed them.)

3.1C

3.1A
3.1A/3.1 B

10. Do you feel emotionally safe in the school? (Probes: Are there adults in the building that you feel comfortable talking to? How do
you define bullying? Does the school have a procedure for dealing with bullying?)

3.1C

11. How does the school and staff communicate with your families? (Probes: school-wide events, individual student progress, and
translation services)

3.2 A
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12. Do your families volunteer time at the school? Do you know of any partnerships the school has, and how partners support the
school? Do your families participate in school events and culture? If so, please provide examples.

3.2 B

13. Are there regular meetings that your families attend at the school? (Probes: SFC, PTA/PTO, etc.) Are your families able to provide
feedback to the school? (Probe: surveys, etc.) If so, please provide examples of feedback and how it is used.

3.2 C

14. How does the school demonstrate value for all students? How does school leadership recognize and celebrate student
achievements? (Probe: class and school-wide awards and assemblies.) Do you feel like you are recognized for your success?

3.2 B

15. How does the school support your social, emotional, and socioeconomic needs?

3.3 C

16. Do you have afterschool activities and clubs? (Probe: are they led by teachers or a community organization)

3.2 B/3.3C

Strategic and Professional Management

Key Action
Alignment

17. For secondary school students: Are there ways in which you participate in school improvement initiatives around goal-setting or
adjusting school strategies/programs? How is progress towards those goals measured and monitored? Please provide an example.

4.1A/C

18. What resources does the school have to support the goals and strategies? (Probe: programs/resources, supplies, technology, and
human capital/partnerships)

4.2A

19. Do teachers and other staff plan and implement school events and initiatives? If so, what events? Are families involved in this
planning?

4.2B
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Student Support Staff Focus Group Questions
Key Action
Alignment
1.

What is the process for identifying/referring students for academic and social/emotional support services? What guiding
documents and student achievement data are used throughout the referral processes?

1.2 C

2.

Are parents involved in the referral processes? How do parents receive information regarding their child’s progress?

3.2 A

3.

How do student support staff work with general education teachers to identify students, analyze data, report progress, and provide
feedback? What assessment measures are used to determine progress?

4.2 C

4.

How do teachers ensure that daily lessons meet learners’ unique needs? (Probes: planning and use of data to adjust instruction)

1.2 B

5.

Are there any school-wide intervention and/or acceleration opportunities for students? What data is used to identify students and
recommend them for intervention and/or opportunities for acceleration? (Probes: subject areas, programs used, structure,
frequency and duration of interventions/acceleration)

1.2 C

6.

What is the mission and vision of the school? What are the goals and initiatives aligned with the school’s mission and vision? What
communication strategies does the school employ to ensure that the school community (staff, students, families and community
partners) clearly understands the school’s mission, vision and values?

3.1 A

7.

In what ways does the school’s programming reflect 21st century learning? (Probes: critical thinking, problem-solving, collaboration,
digital literacy.) How do the school’s programs expose students to cultural diversity?

3.1 B

8.

Do you feel safe in the school? (Probe: physically and emotionally.) How does the school create a safe and welcoming environment
for students, staff, and families? (Probe: safety protocols). How does school leadership monitor to ensure everyone’s safety?

3.1 C

9.

How does the school communicate with families about school-wide activities, policies, and initiatives? (Probe: frequency of
communication)? How does the school communicate with families about individual student progress? (Probes: frequency, multiple
vehicles, variety of information and translation)

3.2 A

How does the school build strong relationships with families and the community? Do families and other community partners
10. volunteer time, talent or funding to support the school’s goals?
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How does school leadership communicate information to teachers and staff about policies, progress, and school culture? (Probe: is
11. communication timely and routine?)

3.3 A

How does school leadership demonstrate value for all staff and students? How does school leadership recognize and celebrate staff
12. and student achievements? How does school leadership keep staff morale high?

3.3 B

13. What types of professional development do you receive beyond systemic PD, if any?

2.2 C

How does school proactively support students’ social, emotional, and socioeconomic needs? (Probe: communication with staff and
14. families around access and availability to supports)

3.3 C
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Community Partners Focus Group Questions
Vision and Engagement

Key Action
Alignment

1.

What is the mission and vision of the school? What are the goals and initiatives aligned with the school’s mission and vision?

3.1A

2.

How does the school communicate with community partners to ensure that the school’s mission, vision and values are clearly
understood?

3.1A

3.

Do you believe that children are safe in the school? (Probe: physically and emotionally) How does the school create a safe and
welcoming environment for students, staff and families? (Probe: safety protocols and procedures)

3.1B

4.

How does the school’s programming reflect 21st century learning? How does the school’s programs reflect and celebrate diversity?

3.1.C

5.

How does the school communicate with families and the community members about school-wide activities, policies, and
initiatives? (Probe: frequency, specific topics).

3.2A

6.

Are there predominant home languages (other than English) spoken by students and/or families? If so, which languages? How does
the school communicate with families and students whose primary language is not English?

3.2A

7.

How do school leaders and staff at this school cultivate and sustain relationships with families and community stakeholders?
(Probe: school events, community walks, parent workshops, GED, financial literacy classes; food bank open to community)

3.2 B

8.

Do families and other community members volunteer time, talent, or funding to support the schools’ goals?

3.2B

9.

What structures are in place to facilitate two-way communication between the school and families/community partners? Do
families/community partners provide input on school-wide decisions? Give an example of how family/community partner input
was used. (Probes: frequency of structures, PTO, PTA, SFC)

3.2C

10. How does the school demonstrate value for all students? How does the school celebrate student achievement? (Probe: award
ceremonies, shout-outs, bulletin boards, etc.)

3.3B

11. How does school leadership demonstrate a value for staff and keeping moral high? (Probe: incentives, acknowledgements)

3.3B

12. How does the school proactively support students’ and families’ social, emotional, and socioeconomic needs? (Probe: How does
the school communicate access to supports with all staff and families?)

3.3C
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Strategic and Professional Management

Key Action
Alignment

13. Has the school established school-wide goals for student achievement and/or school improvement? If so, what are they and how
were they communicated to families?

4.1A

14. Does the school budget support an equitable learning environment? (Probe for resources, programs, supplies, and human capital
that support all students’ needs)

4.2A

15. Do teachers and other staff plan, implement, and/or lead school events and initiatives? If so, what events? Are families and
community partners involved in this planning?

4.2B
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Governing Board/Operator Focus Group Questions
Key Action
Alignment
16. What is the mission of the school? (Probe: academic programs and priorities) What are the initiatives aligned to this mission? How
is the school maintaining fidelity to charter?

4.3 A

17. How does the board and/or operator maintain essential knowledge of the school? (Probe: attending school events, gardening
feedback from the community, presence in the building, check-ins with the principal, etc.)

4.3 A

18. What role did the board play in establishing school-wide goals for student learning and/or school improvement growth? What are
the goals?

4.3 A

19. How does the governing board/operator monitor annual school performance? (Probe: academics and climate) What student
achievement data do members of the governing board receive? (Probes: type, frequency)

4.3 A

20. How do you know that you are progressing towards improving student outcomes over the course of the contract term? (Probe:
renewal goals)

4.3 A

21. Describe the fiscal state of the school. (Probe: audits, district advance or bank loan)

4.3 B

22. What role does the governing board play in overseeing the school’s progress towards financial and operational goals? What are the
goals? How does the board track progress towards these goals?

4.3 B

23. Are there any additional funds supporting the school? What role does the board play in raising funds? (Probe: fundraising, grant
writing, development efforts)

4.3 B

24. Describe the school budgeting process and the involvement of the board/operator. (Probe: developing, reviewing, approving, and
monitoring)

4.3 B

25. How does the governing board make decisions and establish policies? (Probes: role of school leadership and/or board/CMO in
decision making; conflict of interest; use of data)

4.3 C

26. What role does the board play in strategic or long-range planning? (Probe: determine the needs/areas of improvement, soliciting
feedback, etc.)

4.3 C
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27. Describe the structure of the board/operator. (Probe: selection, recruitment, and experience of board members) Are there subcommittees on the board? How frequently do they meet and what are they seeking to accomplish? (Probe: open and advertised to
the public, seats reversed for parents, etc.)

4.3 C

28. How did the governing board find the current school leader and executive director (or equivalent role)? Describe the recruitment
and hiring process.

4.3 C

29. What training/education is provided to the operator/board members and school leadership? (Probe: topics, frequency, etc.) How
do you know the training/education is beneficial?

4.3 C

30. How does the governing board (or operator) evaluate the principal and executive director (or equivalent role)?

4.3 C

31. What are the governing board’s greatest strengths and areas for improvement?
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Appendix E: Written Report Template
The final report will be formatted as follows:
Part I: Introduction and School Background
 Introduction to the School Effectiveness Review
 School Background

Part II: Summary of Performance Levels
Part III: Findings on Domains of Effective Schools






Domain 1: Highly Effective Instruction
Domain 2: Talented People
Domain 3: Vision and Engagement
Domain 4: Strategic and Professional Management
Domain 5: Board Governance and Leadership (For schools that are overseen by an autonomous
board of trustees or operator)

Performance Level Rubric
Appendix A: Classroom Observation Data
Appendix B: School Report Comments
Appendix C: SER Team Members
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Appendix F: Sample Site Visit Schedule
The SER team leader will create the schedule for the SER based on the school’s scheduling documents
sent to them by the school leader.
In addition, it is often difficult to arrange for a diverse group of parents and/or guardians to meet during
the day. Therefore, the SER team leader will make every effort to schedule the focus group during a time
that is convenient for parents and/or guardians. The school should notify parents and/or guardians of the
focus group through fliers, word of mouth, phone calls and/or other means.
Below is a sample schedule showing examples of what the final SER schedule will include. The SER team
leader will be available to answer any questions that the school might have as the schedule is developed.

A description of focus groups/participants is provided in Appendix D.
Site Visit Schedule Template Day 2
Team Leader

Team
Member #1

7:30-8:30
8:30-9:30

11:30-12:15

School Leadership Focus Group

Team
Member #4

Parent Focus Group

Teacher Focus Group
Document Review
Classroom
Visit

Document Review
Classroom
Visit

Student Focus Group

12:15-12:45
12:45-1:15

Team
Member #3

Team Meeting

9:30-10:30
10:30-11:30

Team Member
#2

Teacher
Focus Group
Classroom
Classroom
Visit
Visit

Team Lunch
Check-in with
School
Leadership

1:15-3:30
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Appendix G: Glossary of Terms
A glossary with a sampling of common terms and language has been created to support consistency and
clarity throughout this process.
Term

Definition

Action plans

Including, but not limited to, the School Performance Plan (and associated reflection tool);
any other guiding plans used by the school to determine goals, initiatives and progress.

Classroom
climate

Reflects the physical and psychological aspects of the classroom that are
more susceptible to change and that provide the preconditions necessary for teaching and
learning to take place. Aspects of classroom climate may include relationships between
students, teacher and student interactions, or the appearance of the room.

Collaborative
planning

Time spent by faculty and staff to develop successful, program-specific strategies to
improve instruction, encourage teachers to share best practices, and to analyze student
work and data to use in strategic planning that addresses the needs of all students and
improve achievement for all students.

Culturally Relevant

When the cultures and identifying characteristics (including nationality, race, religion,
income-level, first language, gender, sexual orientation, and ability) of any student is valued
as an asset to learning and is represented in their learning environment and/or resources.

COMAR- (Code of
Maryland
Regulations)

Maryland state agency regulations.

Curricular
documents

Printed or electronic materials used to ensure that all content standards for
each grade and subject level are covered by teachers in the year. Curricular documents may
include scope and sequence, curricular maps, blueprints, frameworks, or guides.

Differentiation

Teaching theory based on the premise that instructional approaches should vary and be
adapted in relation to individual and diverse students in classrooms. Teachers can
differentiate: content (what student needs to learn or how student will get information),
process (activities students engage in that are aligned to lesson objective), products
(culminating projects asking student to communicate what he or she learned), and/or
learning environment (feel or look of classroom).

(of instruction)

State requirements for instructional programs by subject-level for grades Pre-K through 12:
Science - 13A.04.09.01; Social Studies - 13A.04.08.01. 01; Physical Education 13A.04.13.01. 01; Reading and English Language Arts - 13A.04.14.01. 01; Fine Arts 13A.04.16.01. 01; Mathematics - 13A.04.12.01. 01. State graduation requirements:
13A.03.02.09.

Distributive
leadership

Collaborative effort where stakeholders are empowered and trusted to make decisions and
lead implementation. Characterized by clear communication of expectations, intentional
autonomy, and shared accountability for results.

Diverse needs

Children of all learning abilities, language abilities, and backgrounds – for example, English
Language Learners (ELLs), students with special needs, gifted students, students with social,
emotional, and socioeconomic needs.

Educational
resources

Programs and strategies used to enhance curricula and instruction. For example, Pearson,
Scott Foresman, Everyday Math, Writing Workshop, or direct instruction.
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Term

Definition

Equity

All student groups (e.g. Race, sexual orientation, learning disability, culture, native
language, religion, gender identity) have full access to educational, supports, other
resources, and educational rigor that are scaffolded and provided as soon as students
demonstrate need or readiness. Systems proactively identify and remove barriers to
student social and emotional well-being and academic success, and should prioritize
students for whom systems have historically created barriers.

Family &
community
engagement
program, action
plan and binder

Federal requirement meant to increase the involvement of parents, community members,
and educators in forming quality partnerships that promote high-achievement for students
in Title I schools. As part of the School Performance Plan, each school is required to jointly
develop with parents a written plan to implement the family and community engagement
program at the school. In addition, all City Schools are required to have a Family &
Community engagement binder to document family and community engagement activities.

Formal
assessment

A test measuring students’ understanding of material during the instructional process. (i.e.,
paper or online test or quiz).
A numerical score or grade is given to a student based on his/her performance.

Formative
assessment

Periodic assessment that is aligned to curricula, administered numerous times over the
course of the school year, and provides data that informs instruction.

Highly effective
educators

Educators with consistent high levels of performance and relevant training and
qualifications who have demonstrated improved outcomes for students.

Informal
assessment

Activities or tools – such as inventories, checklists, verbal or written student reflection, use
of white boards, or exit tickets – used to measure student progress in a quick and efficient
manner.

Instructional
delivery

Skills used by teachers to promote learning among students.

Instructional
documents

Printed or electronic material (e.g., syllabi, assignment, lecture notes, lesson plans, long
term unit plans) used to assist the delivery of instruction.

Instructional
Leadership Team

Team of school staff members responsible for making the operational and instructional
decisions for the school. For example, an instructional leadership team may be comprised
of a principal, assistant principal, teacher leaders, and other key staff.

Instructional
practices/
strategies

Methods used by teachers to deliver content objectives. Examples of instructional
strategies include small group instruction, independent practice, hands-on activities,
modeling, use of graphic organizers, use of technology, etc. See City Schools’ Instructional
Framework for more specific definitions.

Instructional
program

A coherent set of policies, procedures, materials, and people organized around
a specific instructional vision.

Instructional
time

Percentage of allocated time a teacher is engaged with students delivering instruction and
actively monitoring learning experiences.

Instructional
vision

Framework for a school’s strategic planning around its instructional program.
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Term

Definition

Lesson objective

Statements that inform what the student will know or be able to do at the end of a lesson.
Lesson objectives should link to curricular standards, be challenging and attainable, and
able to be assessed.

Parent Link

Automated phone calling system in City Schools.

Professional
development

Skills and knowledge attained for career preparedness, improvement,
and advancement through informal and formal opportunities (activities,
meetings, etc.).

Regular analysis

Frequency as determined by the assessments; quarterly/three times per year minimum.

Rigorous goals

Goals that are realistic yet challenging, and which align with mastery of – or growth to
mastery – of relevant standards or expectations. Informed by historical/baseline data for
students.

Research-based

Practices or strategies based on data showing improvement between two groups of
students, with one group using the practice/strategy and the other group not using the
practice/strategy.

School culture

The shared ideas – assumptions, values, and beliefs – that give an organization
its identity and standard for expected behaviors.

School
Performance Plan

A federally-required strategic document addressing a school's strengths, concerns, and
priorities of improvement.

School mission

A statement that briefly outlines the what, how, and why of a school’s work.

School
operations/
practices

Functions in place to manage the activities occurring at the school – for example, lunch
duties, security, main office support, hallway monitoring, etc.

School-Parent
Compact

City Schools’ written agreement that outlines how school staff and parents will share the
responsibility for student achievement. Schools and parents must collaboratively write this
agreement.

School policies

Systems and structures outlining expectations and responsibilities for people (staff,
students, etc.) and activities – for example, school rules, rewards, consequences for
behavior, etc.

School resources

Physical or virtual entity that is used to carry out a function, task, project, or activity – for
example, people, time, money and facility.

School schedule

Function for allowing a school building to operate in an organized fashion.
The school schedule is informed by other schedules, including the district’s calendar or a
bell schedule.

School vision

A statement that communicates the shared image of ultimate success for
the school.

Stakeholders

People who have an interest in the school, including students, parents, guardians,
administrators, teachers, school staff, local residents and businesses, community
organizations and corporate partners, and volunteers.
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Term

Definition

Strategic decision

Selection and implementation of programs and activities that reflect alignment between
the mission and vision of the school with resources (people, time, money and facility) in
order to meet desired outcomes.

Student support
interventions

Actions – such as prevention, early intervention and student leadership programs –
designed to address academic, behavioral and social emotional needs of students.

Student support
team

An intervention strategy that has staff at a school assigned to support students who have
attendance and truancy issues, academic difficulty, socio-emotional concerns, and
behavioral issues.

Summative
assessment

Documents how much learning has occurred at a point in time; its purpose is to measure
the level of student, school, or program success – for example, unit tests and state
standardized assessments, such as the Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College
and Careers (PARCC) and the Maryland High School Assessment (HSA).

21st Century
Learning (skills)

The 21st century skills are a set of abilities or core competencies that students need to
develop in order to succeed in the information age such as critical and creative thinking,
problem-solving, collaboration, communication, and digital literacy.
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Appendix H: Frequently Asked Questions
1. What do we tell staff about the visit?
Staff members should know the purpose of the visit and their roles during the visit. A first step in
communicating this information might be distributing this protocol, as well as the Principal’s
Orientation Training PowerPoint.
2. Space is very tight in our building. We do not have a conference room that can house the team.
The SER team is made up of education professionals who understand space constraints. They respect
the need to protect instructional space and will adapt to what you can offer. Please focus
on trying to provide a space with privacy.
3. How much flexibility do we have in adapting the example schedule?
The SER team has specific tasks that must be completed during the visit. The SER team recognizes,
however, that each school is unique and that the process has to be adapted. The SER team leader will
work collaboratively with school leadership to create a schedule that minimizes disruptions to the
typical school day.
4. How does the SER team select the classrooms that will be visited?
Classroom visits will be selected on the basis of the school’s master schedule and the size of the review
team. Representative classes will be selected to reflect a range of teacher experience, a variety of
subject areas, the range of grades served at the school and special services or program classes as they
reflect the school’s mission. The site visit schedule is developed by the SER team leader with input
from school leadership.
5. What is the length of a classroom visit?
It is expected that classrooms will be visited for 20 minutes to allow the team to derive an
understanding of the lesson and the classroom climate. Most visits will be planned and scheduled, but
unplanned visits may occur.
6. What do teachers need to do to prepare for the classroom visit?
Teachers with classroom observations scheduled should submit a copy of their lesson plan to the
school leader prior to the visits. On the day of the visit, the school leader should provide the SER team
lead with the lesson plans. Classes should reflect a typical experience for students and teachers. The
SER team is comprised of education professionals who understand that behavior in the classroom may
be unpredictable. The SER seeks to establish trends across the school, not to assess isolated incidents
within a single classroom.
5. How is the classroom visit tool used?
The information collected from classroom visits provides the SER team an additional source of
information that will be used to better understand school practices and to support the team’s ratings.
The classroom visit tool is NOT used to evaluate individual teachers. Instead, the classroom visit tool
allows the SER team to collect data about trends in instruction across the school. For each indicator,
the SER team member will document qualitative evidence of the practices observed (or not observed).
The qualitative information will assist the team member in making a determination whether a certain
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classroom practice was observed or not observed. The team will use the information collected from
each classroom visited to identify trends in classroom practice across the school.
8. Should the classroom visitor expect to see all of the indicators on the classroom visit tool in a single
classroom?
Yes, the classroom visit tool contains elements of City Schools’ Instructional Framework and reflects
a range of effective practices. The tool serves as a resource for the SER team to identify and explain
practices that are characteristic of each individual school. To this end, team members use the tool to
identify the practices that are implemented during the classroom observation, as well as to describe
those practices.
9. Should teachers expect to interact with the classroom visitor?
The intent of the classroom visit is to cause as minimal disruption to daily classroom practices as
possible. Teaching staff do not need to address the classroom visitor or provide an explanation of the
lesson. The classroom visitor may walk around the classroom to review student work and/or
classroom postings, if appropriate.
10. Do teachers receive feedback from the classroom visitor?
The SER team seeks to identify trends across the school, not to provide information on the
effectiveness of specific classroom practices or individual teachers. Team members will NOT provide
feedback to individual teachers. Class visits are NOT teacher evaluations. They will not be shared with
individual teachers or any other school personnel. They are intended to provide information to the
SER team about the implementation of the academic program, the availability of resources and any
additional evidence that demonstrates aspects of school practices and operations.
11. What is the purpose of the focus group worksheet?
Focus group worksheets are provided to:




Enable the interviewer to easily identify questions consistent with the leading indicators and
the corresponding criteria in the protocol in order to gather appropriate evidence;
Ensure uniformity across focus groups conducted; and,
Provide multiple sources of evidence to support the team’s ratings.

The worksheet provides a template for the SER team to use during focus groups. This ensures that
questions are being asked in accordance with the protocol and that all team members are asking
uniform questions. While on site, the team may develop additional, school-specific focus group
questions that are based on the team leader’s judgment of what must be learned to come to ratings
on the protocol’s key actions.
A worksheet exists for each type of focus group (e.g., school leadership, teachers, and family
members) that the review team will conduct while on site. Since focus groups conducted with school
leadership might include different content than what the team would ask teachers or parents,
questions might look slightly different. In addition, question delivery might vary slightly.
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12. How does the SER team use the worksheets?
The worksheets contain possible questions. The right column indicated the key action that the
question is aligned with in the School Effectiveness Framework. Notes are recorded by the SER team
for use during team deliberations and to provide the report writer with a record of discussions to
ensure a sound and accurate evidence base.
13. How will the report written by the SER team after the visit be used by district office staff?
The report will be used for the purposes of support, guidance, and accountability by the district. It will
be shared with the school’s Instructional Leadership Executive Director, and members of the
Community Learning Network Team, in order for them to understand how they can better support
the school in achieving its vision and mission. For charter and operator-led schools, the results of the
SER will be used as a part of the renewal decisions. The final report will also be posted on City Schools’
webpage.
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Appendix I: Appeals Request Form
The electronic appeals request form can be found on the district’s web page under school effectiveness
and achievement (http://www.baltimorecityschools.org/Page/24383). Schools interested in submitting
an appeals request must submit the request form and all documentation electronically to the Manager of
School Effectiveness Review and must adhere to the following appeals request guidelines and directions.


Appeals request form and additional supporting evidence must be completed and submitted
electronically in their entirety within 10 business days of receipt of their DRAFT SER report; an
incomplete appeals request will not be processed. Specifically, a completed Appeals Request must
cite the specific indicator(s) and Key Action(s) being appealed.



The number of Key Actions being appealed cannot exceed three, and the draft ratings must be
either Developing or Not Effective. Schools must also identify the current rating for the Key
Action(s) in question, found in the draft SER report and include the proposed rating change.



Schools cannot appeal ratings for Key Action 1.3 and 1.4 in the Highly Effective Instruction domain.
The ratings for these Key Actions cannot be appealed because the ratings are based on the
singular source of the data, classroom observations. Classroom observations are used to gather
evidence for the rating, and the rating for these Key Actions can only be observed by the site visit
team while at the school.



There is a 15-page limit for all additional evidence and documents submitted, with a maximum of
five (5) pages per Key Action in support of a rating change.



Failure to follow the instructions will result in a denial of the request, and no additional appeals
will be reviewed in regards to this report.
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2018-19 School Effectiveness Review (SER) Appeals Request Form
Key Action and Rating #1
List the key action and indicator
appealed, the current rating,
and the proposed rating

Evidence of Impact
Describe how the evidence provided aligns with the indicator, the
level of adoption/implementation and the impact on student

change.

performance and/or professional practice.

Documents

List each document submitted. Label each document with the
Key Action and indicator appealed and attach to this form.

Key Action: ___________

Current Rating: ______

Proposed Rating: ____
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2018-19 School Effectiveness Review (SER) Appeals Request Form
Key Action and Rating #2
List the key action and indicator
appealed, the current rating,
and the proposed rating

Evidence of Impact
Describe how the evidence provided aligns with the indicator, the
level of adoption/implementation and the impact on student

change.

performance and/or professional practice.

Documents

List each document submitted. Label each document with the
Key Action and indicator appealed and attach to this form.

Key Action: ___________

Current Rating: ______

Proposed Rating: ____
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2018-19 School Effectiveness Review (SER) Appeals Request Form
Key Action and Rating #3
List the key action and indicator
appealed, the current rating,
and the proposed rating

Evidence of Impact
Describe how the evidence provided aligns with the indicator, the
level of adoption/implementation and the impact on student

change.

performance and/or professional practice.

Documents

List each document submitted. Label each document with the
Key Action and indicator appealed and attach to this form.

Key Action: ___________

Current Rating: ______

Proposed Rating: ____
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